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2    UAL Awarding Body

UAL 
Awarding 
Body
—

We believe in transformative 
education. We design and 
award creative qualifications 
that empower and inspire 
educators to help students 
reach their potential.

UAL Awarding Body is regulated by Ofqual, 
Qualification Wales and CCEA and currently 
offers qualifications in Art and Design, Fashion 
Business and Retail, Creative Media Production 
and Technology, Music Performance and 
Production and Performing and Production 
Arts. We are also the UK’s leading provider 
of the Foundation Diploma in Art and Design. 
Our qualifications have high retention and 
achievement rates because they are flexible, 
responsive and relevant to industry needs, and 
facilitate student progression.

University of the Arts London (UAL) is Europe’s largest 
specialist art and design university, comprising six  
renowned Colleges: 

Camberwell College of Arts
Central Saint Martins
Chelsea College of Arts
London College of Communication
London College of Fashion  
Wimbledon College of Arts.
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Qualifications 
at a glance
—

* Centres can find full details of the Education & Skills Funding Agency (ESFA) funding arrangements for the 
qualification on ‘the Hub’ Learning Aims search facility.

Diploma for Fashion Studio Assistant
Level 3 and 4

Qualification title UAL Level 3 Diploma for Fashion 
Studio Assistant

UAL Level 4 Diploma for Fashion 
Studio Assistant

Qualification number 603/1404/7 603/1405/9

Qualification start date 01 September 2017 01 September 2017

Approved Age range 16 –18, 19+ 16 –18, 19+

Guided Learning Hours (GLH) 330 510

Total Qualification Time (TQT) 660 1,020

Total Credits 66 102

Qualification structure Students must achieve a total of 12 units:  
6 mandatory units and 6 optional units.

Entry requirements There are no specific recommended prior learning requirements for this 
qualification. However, students may find it helpful if they have already 
completed a Level 2 qualification or traineeship in an appropriate related 
discipline.
UAL Awarding Body recommends that students either hold or are working 
towards GCSE grade 4 or grade C (or the equivalent Level 2 qualification) in 
both English and Maths. International students are expected to demonstrate 
that they have a good level of written and spoken English with a minimum 
IELTS score of 6.0 or equivalent.

Assessment method/model This qualification is internally assessed and verified, and subject to UAL 
Awarding Body quality control. 

Grading The qualification and units are graded Pass/Fail.

Eligible for funding 16-19 funding  
Legal Entitlement
Advanced learner loans 

16-19 funding  
Legal Entitlement
Advanced learner loans

UCAS Points 32 0

Offered in: England
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1.1 Qualification purpose 
The UAL Level 3 and Level 4 Diploma for 
Fashion Studio Assistant has been designed 
to provide students with the skills, knowledge 
and understanding necessary to work within 
the fashion industry, with a specific focus on 
working within a fashion studio.

The qualification has been developed in 
collaboration with the British Fashion Council 
and Creative Skillset and representatives 
from industry, universities, further education 
colleges and employers. It provides students 
with the skills, knowledge and understanding 
needed to prepare them for employment and/
or a support role in the workplace.

This qualification has primarily been developed 
to support the delivery of the Fashion Studio 
Assistant Apprenticeship standard. However, 
it can also be delivered as a standalone 
qualification. 

The objectives of this qualification are to give 
students the opportunity to:
1.  Develop and demonstrate industry 

knowledge to support their competence 
development

2.  Develop and demonstrate a range of 
technical skills and behaviours to support 
their competence development

3.  Progress their personal growth and 
engagement in learning

4.  Achieve a recognised qualification.

Whilst there are no specific entry requirements 
for the Level 3 or Level 4 Diploma for Fashion 
Studio Assistant, the level 3 qualification 
was primarily designed to support the 
on-programme delivery of those on the 
apprenticeship standard, with those individuals 
completing the qualification being ready to 
take their end point assessment. Individuals 
who enrol on this qualification are likely to be 
new to the industry and occupy entry level 
role within the workplace. In comparison, 
individuals who undertake the level 4 
standalone qualification are likely to be more 
established within the workplace, and to be 
using the qualification to upskill their existing 
capabilities. Despite the level of qualification, 
all learners upon completion of either the level 

3 or level 4 qualification will be occupationally 
competent, and employers should recognise 
their ability to work to the recognised standard.

This qualification is not subject to any time 
constraints, but will normally be completed 
over a 12 –18 month period.

1.2 Objectives 
This qualification is suitable for delivery as part 
of the Fashion Studio Assistant Apprenticeship 
standard. To view a copy of the apprenticeship 
standard please visit www.gov.uk

1.3 Entry requirements 
There are no specific recommended prior 
learning requirements for this qualification. 
However, students may find it helpful if they 
have already completed a Level 2 qualification 
or traineeship in an appropriate related 
discipline.

UAL Awarding Body recommends that 
students either hold, or are working towards, 
GCSE grade C or grade 4 (or the equivalent 
Level 2 qualification) in both English and 
Maths. International students are expected 
to demonstrate that they have a good level of 
written and spoken English with a minimum 
IELTS score of 6.0 or equivalent.

While entry is at the discretion of the centre, 
UAL Awarding Body expects centres to recruit 
with integrity and on the basis of the student’s 
anticipated ability to successfully complete the 
requirements of the individual units that make 
up the qualification.
Students are expected to be aged 18 or above 
to undertake this qualification. They should be 
made aware that this qualification contains a 
significant amount of work experience/work 
placement, which may require them to work 
unsociable hours in a variety of locations.
Whenever possible centres should invite 
applicants to attend a personal interview, 
which will enable the interviewer(s) to assess 
the applicant’s aptitude and potential to 
benefit from the course. 

Frame of  
reference
—
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1.4 Induction 
Centres should provide students with an 
induction which ensures that:
>  A course handbook is provided, along with 

any other supporting material to facilitate 
effective learning

>  Timetabling arrangements are clarified 
>  Academic tutorials systems are provided 
>  Learning support needs are identified and 

provided for, as appropriate
>  Course structures and assessment 

requirements are explained for internal 
assessment and external moderation

>  Health and safety regulations and 
procedures are explained.

1.5 Planning the programmes
UAL Awarding Body supports innovative 
approaches to programme design and delivery 
within the broad context of the qualification 
aims, learning outcomes and assessment 
criteria.

The qualification has been written to support 
a range of delivery options and focuses 
on underpinning processes and principles. 
It deliberately avoids specifying detailed 
contexts in which delivery should occur. 

Centres planning to deliver the qualification 
should:
>  Familiarise themselves with the unit 

specifications and support material, 
including: qualification structure, content, 
learning outcomes assessment and quality 
assurance arrangements before designing a 
course programme

>  Have access to the physical resources 
needed to support programme delivery and 
the assessment of knowledge and skills, 
which should be of industry standard. Where 
specific resources are required these have 
been indicated in the unit specification

>  Ensure that anyone enrolled on the 
qualification has a suitable place of work 
to achieve all learning outcomes and 
assessment criteria 

>  Ensure that where ‘realistic work 
environment’ is used, they must offer the 
same conditions as normal day-to-day 
working environments, with a similar range 
of demands, pressures and requirements. 

1.6 Employer engagement  
Good practice in relations to employer 
engagement includes:
>  Offering flexible delivery and assessment 

to meet the needs of the employer and 
student through the use of a range of 
approaches. Examples include: virtual 
learning environments (VLEs), online 
lectures, videos, printable online resources, 
virtual visits, webcams for distance training 
and e-portfolios

>  Structuring on-the-job training activities 
and encouraging employers to support 
development through such things as: 
coaching, mentoring, shadowing, reflective 
practice, collaboration and consultation

>  Structuring and supporting off-the-job 
training through activities such as: practical 
demonstration, observations, feedback, role-
playing and workshops

>  Developing a holistic approach to 
assessment by matching evidence to 
different assessment criteria and learning 
outcomes and units. This will reduce 
the assessment burden on students and 
assessors

>  Discussing and agreeing with the student 
and employer suitable times, dates and work 
areas where assessment can take place

>  Helping the employer to understand how the 
qualification supports achievement to the 
apprenticeship standard.

UAL Awarding Body has developed 
delivery guidance to help support centres 
in delivering this qualification, either as part 
of the apprenticeship or as a standalone 
qualification. 

1.7 Personal and professional development
The Level 3 and Level 4 Diploma for Fashion 
Studio Assistant will provide students with 
opportunities to develop and utilise broad, 
transferable skills through encouraging 
an ethos of personal and professional 
development. Specifically, the programme will 
allow students to demonstrate:
>  Initiative 
>  Independent inquiry
>  Creative thinking
>  Reflective learning
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2.0 Assessment and moderation 
Assessment is the process for measuring a 
student’s skill, knowledge and understanding 
against the standards set in a qualification. 

2.1 Internal assessment
All units that make up the UAL Level 3 and 
Level 4 Diploma for Fashion Studio Assistant 
are internally assessed and verified by 
qualified staff within a centre, and externally 
moderated by UAL Awarding Body.

All assignments and projects devised by the 
centre or students must provide appropriate 
opportunities for students to generate the 
evidence required to meet the assessment 
criteria for the unit or units that the assignment 
or project relates to.

Students are required to develop a portfolio of 
evidence for all assignments and projects set. 

Generating evidence 
Students can provide evidence of occupational 
competence from: 
>  Current practice – where evidence is 

generated from their current job role. It 
is expected that most of the evidence 
generated for this qualification will be based 
on a student’s current practice

>  A programme of development – where 
evidence comes from assessment 
opportunities built into a learning programme 

>  Recognition of Prior Learning (RPL) – 
where students can demonstrate that they 
meet a unit’s assessment criteria through 
knowledge, understanding or skills they 
already possess, without undertaking a 
course of development. Students must 
submit sufficient, reliable, authentic and valid 
evidence and it is the responsibility of the 
centre to complete a rigorous assessment 
of this evidence against the units being 
considered for RPL. A link to the assessment 
criteria must be clearly signposted across 
all of the evidence being assessed. Before 
a decision is made, the centre must assure 
themselves that students are capable 
of meeting the criteria and a sufficient 

>  Team working
>  Self-management
>  Effective participation
>  Problem-solving
>  Communication
>  Numeracy 
 
1.8 Progression opportunities 
Students completing these qualifications either 
as part of an apprenticeship or as a standalone 
qualification may progress to:

1. Employment 
Students completing these qualifications may 
progress directly into employment within the 
fashion industry, specifically into roles such as: 
Showroom Assistant, Assistant Merchandiser, 
Sales Assistant, Buyers’ Assistant, Production 
Assistant and Communication Coordinator.
 
2. Higher education 
These qualifications may support students to 
develop a portfolio of work, enabling them to 
progress to higher education in related fashion 
disciplines or sales and marketing.

1.9 Certification 
These qualifications can be achieved at 
Level 3 or Level 4. The student, provider and 
employer should discuss the student’s ability 
and opportunities within the workplace to 
achieve the learning outcomes and meet the 
assessment criteria in the higher-level units 
before opting to undertake the qualification at 
Level 3 or Level 4. 
On completion of these qualifications, students 
will achieve one of the three qualification-
specific certificates:
>  Level 3 or Level 4 Diploma for Fashion 

Studio Assistant (Product Development) 
>  Level 3 or Level 4 Diploma for Fashion 

Studio Assistant (Sales and Operations) 
>  Level 3 or Level 4 Diploma for Fashion 

Studio Assistant (Fashion Marketing and 
Communications) 

Frame of reference
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level of learning has been demonstrated 
and evidenced. A maximum 50% of the 
qualification can have RPL applied against 
it. Further information on the specifics of this 
process are located in the UAL Awarding 
Body Recognition of Prior Learning Policy 
available on the website

>  A combination of the above
>  Exemption – where students can claim 

concession from part of the achievement 
requirements of the qualification. Students 
must have completed a full qualification that 
has been awarded within the last five years 
and is deemed by UAL Awarding Body to 
be of equivalent level, content and value. A 
separate assessment for this achievement 
does not need to take place. A maximum 
50% of a qualification can be considered 
exempt. Further information on the specifics 
of the process are located in the UAL 
Awarding Body Exemption Policy available 
on the website.

No matter how the evidence is generated, all 
evidence provided to meet the assessment 
criteria must be: 
>  Valid: relevant to the skills, knowledge and 

understanding for which competence is 
claimed 

>  Reliable: indicates that the student can 
consistently demonstrate the knowledge, 
skills and understanding required to 
demonstrate competence 

>  Authentic: produced by the student 
>  Sufficient: fully meets the requirements of 

the unit or units.

Evidence requirements
To achieve each unit, students must gather 
evidence showing that they have met the 
required standard specified in the assessment 
criteria.

For this qualification, evidence is likely to be 
presented via a portfolio. 

A portfolio must contain details of skills, 
knowledge, understanding and achievement 
arising from the assessment and relevant 
work-related activities.  The main criterion is 
that the portfolio should have a clear structure 
and be easy to follow with the different pieces 
of evidence easy to locate. 
 
As a general guide, it is likely that the portfolio 
will include the following pieces of evidence:
>  Products of student performance, for 

example, completed assignments and 
projects

>  Assessor observations of workplace or 
simulated skills activities 

>  Evidence from others about the student’s 
abilities, for example, witness testimonies 

>  Assessor feedback detailing how learning 
outcomes and assessment criteria have 
been met

>  Record of professional discussion and/or 
oral and written questioning 

>  Index for the evidence together with 
indication of how the learning outcomes and 
assessment criteria are covered

>  Evidence of continuing professional 
development and reflective practice.

Most of the evidence must be drawn from 
actual work situations, with simulation used 
only in exceptional circumstances. Please 
see UAL Awarding Body Delivery Guidance 
for Fashion Studio Assistant for more 
information on when simulation can be used.
Assessors must ensure that students 
have achieved all learning outcomes and 
assessment criteria related to the unit being 
assessed, prior to deciding if a student has 
been successful. 
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Wherever possible, centres should adopt a 
holistic approach to assessing the units in 
the qualification. This gives the assessment 
process greater rigour and minimises 
repetition, time and the burden of assessment 
on all parties involved in the process. 

Each internally assessed unit within the 
portfolio of evidence must be assessed and 
graded by assessors in the centre.

On completion of each unit, centres must 
be assured that the students’ work is their 
own and has been sufficiently authenticated 
through the evidence demonstrated in 
their portfolio. Students must declare their 
authentication following the submission of 
every piece of work submitted for assessment. 
Following the scrutiny of evidence and 
subject to their approval, the Assessor must 
countersign this declaration. 

Further guidance on evidence requirement and 
assessment can be found in UAL Awarding 
Body Delivery Guidance for Fashion Studio 
Assistant.

2.2 External assessment 
There is no external assessment in these 
qualifications.

2.3 Internal verification  
Internal verification is the process of ensuring 
that everyone who assesses a particular 
qualification in a centre is assessing to the 
same standards. 

Centres must have an established internal 
quality assurance framework to ensure 
that UAL Awarding Body approval, quality 
assurance and contractual arrangements are 
met. It is the responsibility of internal verifiers 
to ensure that assessors’ decisions are 
sampled and monitored to ensure consistency 
and fairness and that assessments set are 
appropriate and at the required level. Internal 
verifiers are also responsible for supporting 
assessors by offering advice and guidance. 
The internal verifier will follow the centre’s 
own sampling strategy in selecting the sample 
to be internally verified and must, over time, 

Frame of reference

include evidence from a full range of work, 
student achievement and decisions made by 
all staff with assessment responsibility. 

It is recognised that different centres use 
different approaches and terminology specific 
to their culture. The UAL Awarding Body 
Centre Handbook outlines some examples 
of good practice for the internal verification 
of qualifications. Centres must ensure their 
methodologies are suitably robust and meet 
the standards set by UAL Awarding Body.

2.4 External moderation 
External moderation is concerned solely with 
evaluating the validity of centres’ assessment 
decisions through the external moderation of 
internally-assessed and verified work.

External moderation is carried out by external 
moderators who are appointed, trained and 
monitored by UAL Awarding Body. External 
moderators are responsible for ensuring that 
the internal assessment is rigorous and that 
assessment decisions are fair, valid, reliable 
and free from bias.

UAL Awarding Body’s external moderation 
of internal assessment is carried out at least 
once a year to ensure that assessments and 
grading decisions are in line with the required 
standards. For further information on the 
external moderation process, please refer to 
the UAL Awarding Body Centre Handbook.
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3.0 Grading 
Unit achievement is based on a student’s 
ability to meet the learning outcomes and 
assessment criteria. To achieve these 
qualifications, students must achieve a 
Pass grade for every unit that makes up the 
qualification. 

Referral 
Centres must refer students who fail to meet 
the learning outcomes and assessment criteria 
following assessment of internally assessed 
units. The centre must inform students of 
the learning outcomes that they have failed 
to meet, and ensure they are provided with 
opportunities to work towards meeting those 
outcomes within a suitable timeframe.

Students will only be allowed one opportunity 
to redeem a referral in each unit before being 
awarded a Fail.

Fail 
If students are unable to provide evidence that 
meets the learning outcomes and assessment 
criteria, they will receive a Fail grade.

Pass 
To achieve a Pass grade students must 
achieve all of the assessment criteria listed 
within the unit. 

Awarding the qualifications
To achieve the Level 3 or Level 4 Diploma 
for Fashion Studio Assistant, students must 
successfully demonstrate their achievement of 
all learning outcomes and assessment criteria 
across the mandatory and optional units that 
make up the intended qualification.  Students 
can achieve a maximum of a Pass as an 
overall grade. 

The units selected by the student will 
determine the title and level of the qualification 
awarded.

4.0 Qualification structure 
>  Total units to be achieved: 12 (minimum) 
>  Mandatory units to be achieved: 6
>  Optional units to be achieved: 6 (minimum) 
>  Total credits to be achieved: 66 (minimum) 
>  Total Qualification Time (TQT): 660 

(minimum)
>  Guided Learning Hours (GLH): 330 

(minimum)

All units are graded Pass/Fail only.

The qualifications have been designed to 
support a range of employers’ needs and to 
equip students with the necessary knowledge 
and skills to prepare for employment.

The qualification structure includes units that 
are 3, 6 and 12 credits. This allows students/
employers to select units that meet the needs/
opportunities within organisations, whilst also 
ensuring students have the basic knowledge 
required to be competent in the role.

The 3-credit units cover the basic knowledge 
and skills to gain an understanding of the 
subject area. 

The 6-credit units require students to 
demonstrate their competence in the subject 
area.

The 12-credit units require students to apply 
their knowledge and understanding of the 
subject area.
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4.1 Pathway Two – Sales and Operations 

 Level Credit GLH  TUT
Foundation Core 
Health and Safety in a Fashion Environment 3 3 15       30
Professional Practice in a Fashion Environment 3 3 15       30
Communication for the Fashion Industry 3 6 30       60
Introduction to the Fashion Industry 3 6 30       60
Introduction to Critical Path 3 6 30       60
Administration for the Fashion Industry 3 6 30       60

Optional Group 1 – Sales Strategy 
Understanding Sales Strategy for Fashion Environments 3 3 15       30
Demonstrating Sales Strategy for Fashion Environments 3 6 30       60
Applying Sales Strategy for Fashion Environments 4 12 60     120

Optional Group 2 – Market Awareness 
Understanding Market Awareness for the Fashion Industry 3 3 15       30
Demonstrating Market Awareness for the Fashion Industry 3 6 30       60
Applying Market Awareness for the Fashion Industry 4 12 60     120

Optional Group 3 – Merchandising  
Understanding Merchandising for Fashion Environments 3 3 15       30
Demonstrating Merchandising for Fashion Environments 3 6 30       60
Applying Merchandising for Fashion Environments 4 12 60     120

Optional Group 4 – Logistics  
Understanding Garment Construction Techniques for Fashion Production 3 3 15       30
Demonstrating Garment Construction Techniques for Fashion Production 3 6 30       60
Applying Garment Construction Techniques for Fashion Production 4 12 60     120

Optional Group 5 – Showroom  
Understanding Showroom Management for Fashion Environments 3 3 15       30
Demonstrating Showroom Management for Fashion Environments 3 6 30       60
Applying Showroom Management for Fashion Environments 4 12 60     120

Optional Group 6 – Customer Relationship Management  
Understanding Customer Relationship Management for Fashion Environments 3 3 15       30
Demonstrating Customer Relationship Management for Fashion Environments 3 6 30       60
Applying Customer Relationship Management for Fashion Environments 4 12 60     120
 

4.2 Rules of Combination 
To be awarded the Level 3 Diploma for Fashion 
Studio Assistant (Sales and Operations), students 
must complete all units in the Foundation Core to 
make a total of 30 credits and at least one unit in 
each Optional Group to make a minimum of 36 
credits.

This means, at a minimum, all students must take 
two 3-credit units, three 6-credit units and one 
12-credit unit from the Optional Units to make a 
total of 36 credits. 

The student, provider and employer will assess 
the student’s ability and opportunities within the 
workplace to achieve the learning outcomes in the 
12 credit units.

To be awarded the Level 4 Diploma for Fashion 
Studio Assistant (Sales and Operations), students 
must complete all units in the Foundation Core to 
make a total of 30 credits and must take all the 
Level 4 units to achieve a minimum of 72 credits.

Frame of reference
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Levels 
3 and 4
Diploma
— This section outlines the:

–  Knowledge, skills and 
understanding that will be assessed 
as part of the qualification

–  Criteria against which students’ 
levels of attainment will be 
measured

–  Indicative content, teaching 
strategies and learning activities 

–  Method of assessment and evidence 
of achievement

–  Learning resources.

Units and 
indicative  
content
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Unit aim
—
To provide students with an introduction 
to health and safety in a fashion studio 
environment and enable them to make use of 
their knowledge and understanding to carry out 
specified tasks safely and appropriately.

Level: 3
Credit: 3
TUT: 30
GLH: 15

Assessment:  Internally assessed and verified
Grade:  Pass only

Unit
Health and Safety  
in a Fashion 
Environment 

Foundation Core Mandatory Unit
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Learning outcomes 
The student will:
1.1  Understand health and safety good 

practice in a fashion studio or 
workshop environment

2.  Know how to work safely in a fashion 
studio or workshop environment

Assessment criteria
The student can:
1.1  Apply knowledge of health and safety legislation 

and safe working practices to work activities

2.1  Carry out tasks safely and appropriately

2.2  Maintain a safe working environment
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Unit
Indicative content
—
Health and Safety in a 
Fashion Environment 

Learning outcome 1 
Understand health and safety good practice 
in a fashion studio or workshop environment.

Learning should include:
>  Safe and unsafe working practices
>  Working practices detrimental to good 

health
>  Employer and organisational responsibilities
>  Employee and personal responsibilities
>  Key health and safety legislation 

applicable to a fashion studio or workshop 
environment

>  The steps involved in fire evacuation 
procedures 

Students should:
>  Participate in simulated evacuation 

procedures

Learning outcome 2 
Know how to work safely in a fashion studio 
or workshop environment.

Learning should include:
>  How to use machinery and equipment 

safely 
>  Maintaining a safe personal working 

environment
>  Good and poor housekeeping
>  The importance of servicing, maintenance 

and Portable Appliance Testing (PAT) 
equipment 

>  The process for carrying out a risk 
assessment

>  How risk assessment can be used to 
reduce accidents and ill health in the 
workplace

>  The process for incident reporting
>  The actions that should take place following 

an incident report

Centres should adopt a delivery approach 
which supports the development of their 
particular students. The aims and aspirations 
of all students, including those with identified 
special needs, should be considered and 
appropriate support mechanisms put in place.

Units and indicative content

Diploma Foundation Core Unit
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Assessment and evidence requirements 
This unit is internally assessed and verified 
through assessing a student’s portfolio of 
evidence against the learning outcomes and 
assessment criteria.

Students are able to demonstrate that the 
learning outcomes and assessment criteria 
have been met in a variety of ways. The 
following types of evidence are likely to be 
generated:
>  Portfolio of evidence
>  Assessor/teacher/employer comments 

including records of oral questioning and 
notes from observation 

>  Results from testing
>  Witness statements 

This list is not exhaustive. Students should be 
encouraged to develop the most appropriate 
evidence to demonstrate their achievement of 
the unit learning outcomes and assessment 
criteria.

Birmingham Metropolitan College. Photo by Liz Carrington
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Unit aim
—
This unit provides students with an 
understanding of the personal and professional 
characteristics required for a career in the 
fashion industry. The unit will enable students 
to take responsibility for a range of activities 
and provide opportunities to demonstrate 
resourcefulness and initiative in the 
management of tasks

Unit
Professional  
Practice in a Fashion 
Environment

Level: 3
Credit: 6
TUT: 60
GLH: 30

Assessment:  Internally assessed and verified
Grade:  Pass only

Foundation Core Mandatory Unit
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Learning outcomes
The student will:
1.  Understand the personal and 

professional characteristics required 
for a career in the fashion industry

2.  Be able to carry out tasks consistent 
with professional practice in a fashion 
environment

Assessment criteria
The student can:
1.1  Explain the expectations and requirements of their 

role within the organisation

1.2  Assess the impact of their behaviour and attitude 
within a professional context

2.1  Organise self and others to meet deadlines and 
targets

2.2  Demonstrate professionalism in working with others
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Unit
Indicative content
—
Professional  
Practice in a Fashion 
Environment

Learning outcome 1 
Understand the personal and professional 
characteristics required for a career in the 
fashion industry.

Learning should include:
>  Understanding of the expectations of their 

job role and the roles of the people they 
encounter How to manage calendar entries, 
email correspondence and notes

>  Organisational requirements for appearance 
and punctuality

>  Working to deadlines
>  Interpersonal skills
>  How to adapt to the requirements of a 

range of circumstances

Learning outcome 2 
Be able to carry out tasks consistent 
with professional practice in a fashion 
environment.

Learning should include:
>  Personal planning and scheduling of tasks
>  Using project management strategies
>  How to demonstrate self-motivation and 

initiative
>  How to successfully complete objectives
>  How to successfully complete a range of 

tasks
>  How to show professional behaviour in line 

with organisational standards and policies 
>  How to work as part of a team
>  Understanding appropriate organisational 

procedures
>  The level of service required by the 

organisation

Learning could include:
>  Project or task management

Units and indicative content

Diploma Foundation Core Unit
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Assessment and evidence requirements 
This unit is internally assessed and verified 
through assessing a student’s portfolio of 
evidence against the learning outcomes and 
assessment criteria.

Students are able to demonstrate that the 
learning outcomes and assessment criteria 
have been met in a variety of ways. The 
following types of evidence are likely to be 
generated: 
>  Portfolio of evidence
>  Assessor/teacher/employer comments 

including records of oral questioning and 
notes from observation 

This list is not exhaustive. Students should be 
encouraged to develop the most appropriate 
evidence to demonstrate their achievement of 
the unit learning outcomes and assessment 
criteria.

Birmingham Metropolitan College. Photo by Liz Carrington
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Level: 3
Credit: 6
TUT: 60
GLH: 30

Assessment:  Internally assessed and verified
Grade:  Pass only

Unit aim
—
This unit provides students with an introduction 
to the oral, written and visual communication 
skills required to support activities in the 
fashion industry. The unit will enable students 
to demonstrate a range of techniques and 
methods of communication, both internal and 
external to the organisation.

Unit
Communication in  
the Fashion Industry

Foundation Core Mandatory Unit
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Diploma for Fashion Studio Assistant
Level 3 and 4 specification

Learning outcomes
The student will:
1.  Be able to use oral, written and 

visual communication for the fashion 
industry

2.  Be able to use appropriate means of 
communication in representing an 
organisation

3.  Understand traditional and digital 
communication methods used 
to support planning and time 
management

4.  Be able to evaluate different methods 
for communicating to an identified 
audience

Assessment criteria
The student can:
1.1  Use oral, written and visual communication to 

convey information and ideas for an intended 
audience

1.2  Present information and ideas in an appropriate 
format for an intended audience

2.1  Use communication skills to represent an 
organisation in line with organisational policies and 
standards

3.1  Use traditional and digital methods of 
communication for effective planning and time 
management

3.2  Evaluate alternative methods of communication 
used in planning and time management

4.1  Critically compare a range of methods used to 
communicate information and ideas
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Unit
Indicative content
—
Communication in  
the Fashion Industry

Learning outcome 1 
Be able to use oral, written and visual 
communication for the fashion industry.

Learning should include:
>  The difference between oral, visual and 

written communications 
>  Using email according to protocols
>  How to answer the telephone in a 

professional manner
>  Internal protocols for using written, verbal 

and visual communication 
>  How to pitch ideas and proposals
>  Applying appropriate techniques for both 

internal and external correspondence and 
communications

>  Using digital tools for presentations 

Learning could include:  
>  Participating in meetings

Learning outcome 2 
Be able to use appropriate means of 
communication in representing an 
organisation.

Learning should include:
>  Giving presentations
>  Using social media to promote the 

organisation 
>  How to deal with correspondence, both 

internal and external
>  Working as part of a team to represent the 

organisation
>  The purpose and function of client meetings 
>  An introduction to organisation policies and 

standards

Learning could include: 
>  Using digital tools for presentations

Units and indicative content

Diploma Foundation Core Unit
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Learning outcome 3 
Understand traditional and digital 
communication methods used to support 
planning and time management.

Learning should include:
>  Using emails
>  Diary management – digital and paper-

based 
>  Work plans
>  Online and paper-based calendars
>  Using charts and diagrams to communicate 

information
Learning could include: 
>  Participating in conference calling
>  Using Skype
>  Using apps for costing and planning
>  Using apps and cloud storage systems 

Learning outcome 4 
Be able to evaluate different methods for 
communicating to an identified audience.

Learning should include:
>  How to evaluate feedback received from 

audiences 
>  How to evaluate the purpose and the 

effectiveness of a range of methods 
>  Understanding an organisation’s target 

audience 

Assessment and evidence requirements 
This unit is internally-assessed and verified 
through assessing a student’s portfolio of 
evidence against the learning outcomes and 
assessment criteria.

Students are able to demonstrate that the 
learning outcomes and assessment criteria 
have been met in a variety of ways. The 
following types of evidence are likely to be 
generated:
>  Portfolio of evidence (including letters, 

emails, reports, agendas, minutes)
>  Assessor/teacher/employer comments 

including records of oral questioning and 
notes from observation 

>  Presentations 
>  Reflective journal
>  Digital communications – multi-channel 

platforms  

This list is not exhaustive. Students should be 
encouraged to develop the most appropriate 
evidence to demonstrate their achievement of 
the unit learning outcomes and assessment 
criteria.

Birmingham Metropolitan College. Photo by Liz Carrington
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Level: 3
Credit: 6
TUT:  60
GLH: 30

Assessment:  Internally assessed and verified
Grade:  Pass only

Unit aim
—
This unit provides students with a broad 
introduction to the fashion industry in the 
particular context of their working environment. 
Students will have the opportunity to examine 
the external factors influencing the fashion 
cycle and critical path of a product, from 
concept to consumer.

Unit
Introduction to the  
Fashion Industry

Foundation Core Mandatory Unit
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Learning outcomes
The student will:
1.1  Understand seasonal cycles in the 

fashion industry

2.  Understand the fashion product 
journey and critical path

3.  Understand organisational structures 
and working practices in a fashion 
business environment

Assessment criteria
The student can:
1.1  Identify a range of factors influencing the fashion 

season 

1.2  Examine a range of external influences on the 
development of fashion products

2.1  Explain the stages of the product journey 

2.2  Use knowledge and understanding of the critical 
path to support fashion product distribution and 
sales

3.1  Compare a range of organisational structures in a 
fashion business environment 

3.2  Explain the key working practices common within 
the fashion industry 
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Unit
Indicative content
—
Introduction to the  
Fashion Industry

Learning outcome 1 
Understand seasonal cycles in the fashion 
industry.

Learning should include:
>  Research into seasonal trends
>  Research into peak stock ordering and 

distribution times
>  How to produce diagrams to illustrate stock 

and distribution models 
>  dentifying pinch points  
>  Researching marketing strategies
>  Sales analysis
>  Lead times 
>  Cash flow

Learning could include:
>  How to analyse product sales and measure 

external influencers

Learning outcome 2 
Understand the fashion product journey and 
critical path.

Learning should include:
>  How to produce diagrams and flow charts to 

describe the product journey 
>  Local and global trade and marketing
>  The basic business cycle
>  The importance of the supply chain and 

critical path 
>  The product journey from conception, 

design, sampling, wholesale, production, 
delivery, in-store to PR, marketing and sales 

>  E-commerce and sales

Learning could include:
>  Basic logistics
>  The ethical and environmental implications 

of design and production decisions  

Units and indicative content

Diploma Foundation Core Unit
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Learning outcome 3 
Understand organisational structures and 
working practices in a fashion business 
environment.

Learning should include:
>  Company history and future goals
>  Company structure, roles and 

responsibilities
>  Understanding the customer and market 

research 
>  How to complete Strengths, Weaknesses, 

Opportunities, Threats (SWOT) reports 
>  Correct procedures and working practices
>  Departmental relationships and 

interdependencies
>  An awareness of where their company sits 

against high-end/high-street, Small and 
Medium-sized Enterprises (SMEs)/large 
companies, ready to wear vs. made-to-
measure 

>  Workplace ethos

Learning could include:
>  Brand values
>  The company approach to corporate social 

responsibility

Assessment and evidence requirements 
This unit is internally assessed and verified 
through assessing a student’s portfolio of 
evidence against the learning outcomes and 
assessment criteria.

Students are able to demonstrate that the 
learning outcomes and assessment criteria 
have been met in a variety of ways. The 
following types of evidence are likely to be 
generated: 
>  Portfolio of evidence 
>  Written and annotated reports 

This list is not exhaustive. Students should be 
encouraged to develop the most appropriate 
evidence to demonstrate their achievement of 
the unit learning outcomes and assessment 
criteria.

Birmingham Metropolitan College. Photo by Liz Carrington
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Level: 3
Credit: 6
TUT: 60
GLH: 30

Assessment:  Internally assessed and verified
Grade:  Pass only

Unit aim
—
This unit provides students with an 
understanding of how a collection is brought 
together and an opportunity to engage with 
key project planning processes, including the 
research and analysis of information to inform 
the creation of a critical path and the time 
management and delivery of objectives within 
agreed parameters.

Unit
Introduction to  
Critical Path

Foundation Core Mandatory Unit
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Diploma for Fashion Studio Assistant
Level 3 and 4 specification

Learning outcomes
The student will:
1.  Understand how a collection is 

brought together, from concept to 
consumer

2.  Understand the purpose of a critical 
path for an identified project

3.  Be able to use research to inform 
the creation of a critical path for an 
identified project  

4.  Be able to present a project overview 
and plan 

Assessment criteria
The student can:
1.1  Describe the critical path of a collection for an 

identified fashion business

2.1  Analyse the requirements and parameters of a 
critical path for an identified project

2.2  Critically evaluate an identified project against 
planned requirements and parameters

3.1  Review a range of research to inform the planning 
for an identified project 

3.2  Interpret research to inform and develop a critical 
path for an identified project 

4.1  Plan, organise and present a project to an identified 
audience

4.2  Solve problems in the delivery of a planned project
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Unit
Indicative content
—
Introduction to  
Critical Path

Learning outcome 1
Understand how a collection is brought 
together from concept to consumer.

Learning should include:
>  Action planning
>  Producing Gantt charts
>  Examples of critical path for previous 

seasons
>  Minutes of planning meetings
>  Ideas-generating exercises
>  Pitching ideas and proposals

Learning outcome 2 
Understand the purpose of a critical path for 
an identified project.

Learning should include:
>  Implementing working briefs
>  Identifying roles and responsibilities 
>  Work schedules and action plans
>  Project reports
>  Presentations 

Learning outcome 3 
Be able to use research to inform the creation 
of a critical path for an identified project.

Learning should include:
>  How to compile a research folder
>  Exploring user groups and target markets 
>  Online investigations
>  How research can be used to inform the 

creation of a critical path

Units and indicative content

Diploma Foundation Core Unit
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Learning outcome 4 
Be able to present a project overview  
and plan.

Learning should include:
>  Different structures and formats for 

presenting a project and plan
>  The use of project planning software
>  Problem-solving techniques 

Assessment and evidence requirements 
This unit is internally assessed and verified 
through assessing a student’s portfolio of 
evidence against the learning outcomes and 
assessment criteria.

Students are able to demonstrate that the 
learning outcomes and assessment criteria 
have been met in a variety of ways. The 
following types of evidence are likely to be 
generated: 
>  Portfolio of evidence 
>  Presentation 

This list is not exhaustive. Students should be 
encouraged to develop the most appropriate 
evidence to demonstrate their achievement of 
the unit learning outcomes and assessment 
criteria.

Birmingham Metropolitan College. Photo by Liz Carrington
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Level: 3
Credit: 6
TUT: 60
GLH: 30

Assessment:  Internally assessed and verified
Grade:  Pass only

Unit aim
—
To provide students with an opportunity to 
understand and use a range of administrative 
systems and processes used in the fashion 
studio environment. Students will be introduced 
to Customer Relationship Management 
(CRM) and data management tools and 
the administration required to support the 
organisation of events and activities within the 
fashion industry.

Unit
Administration  
for the Fashion  
Industry 

Foundation Core Mandatory Unit
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Diploma for Fashion Studio Assistant
Level 3 and 4 specification

Learning outcomes 
The student will:
1.  Be able to use administrative systems 

and processes in a fashion studio 
environment

2.  Be able to use data management 
systems in a fashion studio 
environment

3.  Be able to plan, organise and 
administer events and activities

Assessment criteria
The student can:
1.1  Use a range of systems and processes for the 

effective management of administration within a 
fashion studio environment

2.1  Utilise CRM systems and processes 

2.2  Identify and use appropriate systems for recording 
data 

2.3  Interpret data to inform future actions

3.1  Provide effective administration to support a range 
of scheduled events and activities

3.2  Record and distribute information to support 
scheduled events and activities
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Unit
Indicative content
—
Administration  
for the Fashion  
Industry 

Units and indicative content

Learning outcome 1 
Be able to use administrative systems and 
processes in a fashion studio environment.

Learning should include:
>  Administrative systems/processes 
>  Diary and appointments management
>  Calendar entries and planning
>  Stationery and stock ordering 
>  Data entry
>  Using cloud data storage and file sharing 

software

Learning outcome 2
Be able to use data management systems in 
a fashion studio environment.

Learning should include:
>  Recording and organising contact data
>  Developing and using spreadsheets
>  Data analysis
>  Using CRM systems 
>  How to make projections based on data 

analysis 

Diploma Foundation Core Unit
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Birmingham Metropolitan College. Photo by Liz Carrington

Learning Outcome 3
Be able to plan, organise and administer 
events and activities.

Learning should include: 
>  How to identify situations requiring 

immediate action 
>  How to identify situations where actions 

may be deferred
>  Making appointments, room booking and 

ordering catering
>  Managing timelines and communicating 

information  
>  How to plan an event
>  How to conduct a risk assessment 
>  How to develop a contingency plan
Learning could include:
>  Agenda management and recording 

meetings using minutes
>  Front of house and face-to-face customer 

care

Assessment and evidence requirements 
This unit is internally assessed and verified 
through assessing a student’s portfolio of 
evidence against the learning outcomes and 
assessment criteria.

Students are able to demonstrate that the 
learning outcomes and assessment criteria 
have been met in a variety of ways. The 
following types of evidence are likely to be 
generated:
>  Portfolio of evidence 
>  Assessor/teacher/employer comments 

including records of oral questioning and 
notes from observation 

This list is not exhaustive. Students should be 
encouraged to develop the most appropriate 
evidence to demonstrate their achievement of 
the unit learning outcomes and assessment 
criteria.
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Pathway Two
Sales and  
Operations 
— Students will gain understanding, 

demonstrate knowledge and apply 
learning in the following areas in 
preparation for a professional context 
within the Sales and Operations 
pathway:
–  Sales strategies for fashion 
environments

–  Market awareness for the fashion 
industry

–  Merchandising for fashion 
environments

–  Logistics for fashion environments
–  Showroom management for fashion 
environments

–  Customer relationship management 
for fashion environments.
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Level: 3
Credit: 3
TUT: 30
GLH: 15

Assessment:  Internally assessed and verified
Grade:  Pass only

Unit aim
—
This unit provides students with an introduction 
to sales strategy and distribution options in the 
fashion industry.

Unit
Understanding  
Sales Strategy for  
Fashion Environments

Optional Group One – Sales Strategy
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Diploma for Fashion Studio Assistant
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Learning outcomes 
The student will:
1.   Understand the importance of sales 

strategy 

2. Understand distribution channels

3. Be able to create sales reports

Assessment criteria
The student can:
1.1  Explain the part that sales play in an overall 

business strategy

1.2  Describe different sales strategies and the reasons 
a company may follow them

1.3  Explain the role of market analysis in a sales 
strategy 

2.1  Explain the relevance and workings of both 
wholesale and retail operations

2.2  Explain the relevance and workings of e-commerce

2.3  Compare different distribution channels and explain 
when they might be used

3.1  Explain the relevance of a variety of sales reports 
for an identified company

3.2  Use software systems to analyse and present data

3.3  Create a sales report 
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Unit Indicative content
—
Understanding  
Sales Strategy for  
Fashion Environments

Diploma Mandatory Unit

Units and indicative content

Learning outcome 1 
Understand the importance of sales strategy.

Learning should include:
>  Understanding the purpose of a sales 

strategy 
>  Understanding different sales strategies that 

companies may follow
>  How a sales strategy contributes to overall 

company goals
>  Understanding why companies needs to 

look at channels, regions and targeted 
customers

>  Understanding what factors need to be 
assessed in order to create a strategy (cost, 
risk, potential success)

Learning outcome 2 
Understand distribution channels

Learning should include:.
>  The basic operations of wholesale
>  The basic operations of retail
>  The basic operations of e-commerce
>  Understanding which channels may be 

selected by a particular company
>  Understanding which channels may be more 

appropriate to small and large businesses
>  Understanding how the three channels may 

interact

Learning outcome 3 
Be able to create sales reports.

Learning should include:
>  The format, structure and function of a 

variety of sales reports 
>  The sums and metrics needed for sales 

reporting
>  How to use spreadsheets when creating 

sales reports
>  How to use software systems, for example, 

to find gross data
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Assessment guidance  
This unit is internally assessed and verified. 

Students are able to demonstrate that the 
learning outcomes and assessment criteria 
have been met in a variety of ways. The 
following types of evidence are likely to be 
generated: 
>  Portfolio of evidence

This list is not exhaustive. Students should be 
encouraged to develop the most appropriate 
evidence to demonstrate their achievement of 
the unit learning outcomes and assessment 
criteria.
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Level: 3
Credit: 6
TUT: 60
GLH: 30

Assessment:  Internally assessed and verified
Grade:  Pass only

Unit aim
—
This unit provides students with knowledge 
of distribution channels, sales processes 
and account management. They will show an 
understanding of sales strategies and will be 
able to create sales reports.

Unit
Demonstrating Sales  
Strategy for Fashion 
Environments 

Optional Group One – Sales Strategy
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Diploma for Fashion Studio Assistant
Level 3 and 4 specification

Learning outcomes 
The student will:
1.  Understand different distribution 

channels and payment processes 

2.  Be able to create sales reports

3.  Understand sales processes and 
basic account management

4.  Be able to use knowledge of sales 
strategy for an identified market 
sector

Assessment criteria
The student can:
1.1  Compare different sales channels 

1.2  Use knowledge of alternative sales channels to 
plan distribution

2.1  Describe how payment terms affect a business

2.2  Compare and present data for an identified 
business 

2.3  Use reports to analyse performance and sales 
trends

3.1  Differentiate between the processes of forward 
ordering and reordering

3.2  Explain the conditions for a return in a specified 
sector and channel

3.3  Manage customer account queries in a professional 
manner

4.1  Explain the different areas of a sales strategy

4.2  Analyse the factors that influence sales of a 
product range

4.3  Explain the importance of customer acquisition and 
retention to a sales strategy
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Unit Indicative content
—
Demonstrating Sales 
Strategy for Fashion 
Environments 

Units and indicative content

Learning outcome 1 
Understand different distribution channels 
and payment processes.

Learning should include:
>  The three main sales channels – wholesale, 

retail and e-commerce
>  How to analyse the effectiveness of a 

range of concessions, shop-in-shop, 
franchising, licencing agreements, agents 
and distributors

>  An introduction to different types of 
payment processes 

Learning outcome 2
Be able to create sales reports.

Learning should include:
>  Typical payment terms and their impact on 

business, net, pro-forma, sale or return, 
commission

>  How to produce sales reports using sums, 
percentages, pivots and graphs

>  Data comparisons using spreadsheets
>  Techniques for data analysis and 

presentation 
>  A range of monitoring and presentation 

tools 

Learning outcome 3 
Understand sales processes and basic 
account management.

Learning should include:
>  The processes of forward-ordering and 

reordering
>  The process and purpose of a stock swap
>  Conditions for a return (Return to Vendor 

(RTV)) in a specified sector and channel of 
the industry

>  Understanding the impact returns may have 
on a business

>  Having a good knowledge of a consumer’s 
returns rights

>  Customer Relationship Management (CRM)
>  Dealing with account queries 
>  Strategies for maximising sales 

Learning outcome 4 
Be able to use knowledge of sales strategy 
for an identified market sector.

Learning should include:
>  Exploring different areas of sales strategy 

and relevant time paths
>  Investigating and analysing brand 

placement, including the cost implications 
of selling via different distribution channels 
and of moving into new product ranges or 
geographical territories

>  Understanding the role of customer 
acquisition and retention in a sales strategy

>  Presenting strategies for developing the 
customer base and increasing sales

Optional Group One – Sales Strategy
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Assessment guidance  
This unit is internally assessed and verified. 

Students are able to demonstrate that the 
learning outcomes and assessment criteria 
have been met in a variety of ways. The 
following types of evidence are likely to be 
generated: 
>  Portfolio of evidence 

This list is not exhaustive. Students should be 
encouraged to develop the most appropriate 
evidence to demonstrate their achievement of 
the unit learning outcomes and assessment 
criteria.
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Level: 4
Credit: 12
TUT: 120
GLH: 60

Assessment:  Internally assessed and verified
Grade:  Pass only

Unit aim
—
This unit provides students with an in-depth 
knowledge of the breadth of selling and 
distribution channels supporting retail sales 
for the fashion industry. Students will gain an 
understanding of the systems and processes 
that support sales operations and apply their 
understanding to develop sales strategies. 

Unit
Applying Sales  
Strategy for Fashion 
Environments 

Optional Group One – Sales Strategy
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Diploma for Fashion Studio Assistant
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Learning outcomes 
The student will:
1.  Be able to apply understanding of 

wholesale and retail to inform a sales 
strategy 

2.  Be able to apply understanding of 
e-commerce to inform a sales strategy

3.  Be able to create relevant sales 
reports for a fashion company

4.  Be able to work with forecasts and 
budgets

5.  Be able to create, manage and 
evaluate a sales strategy

6. Be able to analyse performance 
results to inform sales strategies for an 
identified business

Assessment criteria
The student can:
1.1  Identify the features, functions, calendar, 

operations, necessary assets and typical margins 
for both wholesale and retail

1.2  Critically analyse the benefits and limitations of 
different sales channels

1.3  Discuss how different sales channels can be used 
within the same company

2.1  Explain the features, functions, calendar, 
operations, necessary assets and typical margins 
for e-commerce

2.2  Critically analyse the benefits and limitations of 
e-commerce

2.3  Debate the relevance of other sales channels in 
relation to e-commerce and its growing dominance

3.1  Use IT systems and software systems to create 
comparative reports

3.2  Create a full seasonal sales report for an identified 
business

3.3  Analyse a report and present findings to an internal 
team

4.1  Evaluate the use of sales budgets, forecasts and 
Open to Buy (OTB) control systems 

4.2  Review a territory and investigate customer 
purchasing preferences and patterns in order to 
determine potential growth of existing business and 
new business

4.3  Create forecasts for future sales for a range of 
specific clients or accounts

5.1  Create a sales strategy for a given product and 
market segment

5.2  Follow and act on a strategy

5.3  Review a strategy over a period of time, assessing 
its relative success in relation to its original aims

6.1  Analyse the season sell-through results for an 
identified business

6.2  Analyse factors that impact on sales 

6.3  Propose methods to increase sales 
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Unit Indicative content
—
Applying  
Sales Strategy for  
Fashion Environments 

Units and indicative content

Learning outcome 1 
Be able to apply understanding of wholesale 
and retail to inform a sales strategy.

Learning should include: 
>  The features, functions, calendar, 

operations, lead-times, necessary assets 
and typical margins of both wholesale and 
retail channels

>  An overview of the logistics for wholesale 
and retail channels

>  An understanding of payment terms and 
cash flow basics for wholesale and retail 
channels

>  An overview of set-up costs and operating 
costs for wholesale and retail channels

>  Details on working in-house, with agents, 
independently or with a multi-brand or 
online showroom

>  Understanding how order taking works, 
what documents are involved and how 
orders are confirmed

>  An overview of marketing options for the 
two channels

Learning outcome 2
Be able to apply understanding of 
e-commerce to inform a sales strategy.

Learning should include: 
>  The features, functions, calendar, 

operations, necessary assets and typical 
margins of e-commerce

>  The relevance of different buying platforms: 
mobile, tablet, laptop

>  How buying, uploading and content writing 
works

>  How stock management works
>  Basic information on how a website 

is hosted and the platforms that host 

the selling functions (e.g. Demandware, 
Magento, and small scale platforms)

>  Basic payment terms, cash flow, set-up 
costs and operating costs for e-commerce

>  Marketing for e-commerce
>  A basic understanding of search engine 

optimisation (SEO) and pay-per-click (PPC)
>  Understanding the challenges of selling 

products online as opposed to through 
bricks and mortar

>  Understanding how an order goes from 
being placed to being shipped

>  Understanding what other costs affect 
margins (packaging, returns etc.)

>  Understanding what metrics are assessed to 
check performance

>  How a company may integrate an 
e-commerce channel with retail and 
wholesale. How to make them work together 
in terms of timing, pricing, marketing and 
stock availability  

Learning outcome 3 
Be able to create relevant sales reports for a 
fashion company.

Learning should include: 
>  Sell-through reports
>  End of seasonal sales reports that look 

across regions and product categories
>  Understanding what kind of metrics to 

look at to determine performance - growth 
against past performance and against 
budgets, regional splits, rate of growth etc.

>  How to take raw data from an internal 
software package

>  Advanced spreadsheet skills 
>  Visual and digital presentation skills
>  Verbal presentation skills

Optional Group One – Sales Strategy
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Learning outcome 4 
Be able to work with forecasts and budgets.

Learning should include: 
>  How and why forecasts and budgets are 

used
>  How brands work internally with budgets 

and forecasts
>  How retailers work with budgets
>  How to look at past performance and 

estimate future spend
>  How to look realistically at the potential of 

an account

Learning outcome 5
Be able to create, manage and evaluate a 
sales strategy.

Learning should include: 
>  How to go about creating a sales strategy 

and what to consider
>  How to manage a sales strategy, what to 

put into action and when
>  How to create a time path and plan of 

action for a strategy
>  Techniques for evaluating the success of a 

sample strategy
>  How to construct a practical plan of action 

specific to a chosen sector
>  How to construct a case for a specific 

strategy, covering geographical reach, 
target customers and intended goals, both 
financial and in terms of branding 

>  The need to consider other departments 
in the strategy and how this affects the 
timeline 

>  How to consider what the potential risks of 
a strategy might be and possible ways of 
preparing for them

Learning outcome 6 
Be able to analyse performance results 
to inform sales strategies for an identified 
business.

Learning should include: 
>  Understanding the factors that can affect 

sales performance such as: store training, 
stock swaps, providing brand assets, 
relevant content marketing, clienteling, 
incentives, the role of the sales department 
in taking actions to increase sell-though

>  Strategies to improve business performance

Assessment guidance  
This unit is internally assessed and verified. 

Students are able to demonstrate that the 
learning outcomes and assessment criteria 
have been met in a variety of ways. The 
following types of evidence are likely to be 
generated: 
>  Portfolio of evidence

This list is not exhaustive. Students should be 
encouraged to develop the most appropriate 
evidence to demonstrate their achievement of 
the unit learning outcomes and assessment 
criteria.
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Level: 3
Credit: 3
TUT: 30 
GLH: 15

Assessment:  Internally assessed and verified
Grade:  Pass only

Unit aim
—
The overall aim of this unit is to provide 
students within an introduction to developing a 
brand’s DNA, customer base, sales territories, 
and competitors.

Unit
Understanding Market 
Awareness for the  
Fashion Industry  

Optional Group Two – Market Awareness
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Learning outcomes 
The student will:
1.  Understand market and competitor 

research 

2.  Be able to convey a brand message 
and understand brand DNA

3.  Be able to identify customer 
characteristics for a specific brand 

4.  Be able to evaluate different methods 
for communicating to an identified 
audience

Assessment criteria
The student can:
1.1  Describe how market and competitor research is 

used within a fashion business

1.2  Explain how market and competitor research can 
be carried out 

2.1  Describe an identified brand in terms of its product, 
brand DNA and company ethos

2.2  Explain the importance of knowing a brand’s DNA 
before presenting it to a client

2.3  Develop a narrative around a collection or product

3.1  Describe the customer for an identified brand

3.2  Explain the importance of understanding customer 
characteristics for a specific company

4.1  Critically compare a range of methods used to 
communicate information and ideas
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Unit Indicative content
—
Understanding Market 
Awareness for the  
Fashion Industry 

Units and indicative content

Learning outcome 1 
Understand market and competitor research.

Learning should include:
>  Understanding the purpose and importance 

of market and competitor research
>  How to conduct market research/

competitor research 
>  Understanding different data collection 

methods e.g. primary and secondary 
research sources 

>  What to look at when conducting research  

Learning outcome 2
Be able to convey a brand message and 
understand brand DNA.

Learning should include:
>  Understanding brand DNA, brand values, 

brand voice, the place of a seasonal ‘story’
>  Different brand DNAs and how they 

translate into products and other areas of 
the business

>  Unique Selling Points (USP)
>  How to talk about a company in a positive 

way
>  How to give an ‘elevator pitch’
>  The concept of a narrative/story as a selling 

tool for a brand or product

Learning outcome 3 
Be able to identify customer characteristics 
for a specific brand .

Learning should include:
>  Understanding the different factors to look 

at in relation to customers: gender, age, 
location, profession, interests, disposable 
income and indicative net worth, spending 
patterns etc

>  The benefits of knowing a brand’s 
customers when developing products, 
selling or marketing 

>  How to use Google analytics
>  The concept of brand loyalty and the 

strategies used  
>  Understanding the power of brand loyalty 

and how it is maintained

Learning outcome 4
Be able to evaluate different methods for 
communicating to an identified audience.

Learning should include:
>  A range of communication methods – their 

use, benefits, strengths and weaknesses
>  How different communication methods have 

been used in the past to target different 
audiences 

>  How to review on the success of different 
communication methodologies

Optional Group Two – Market Awareness
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Assessment guidance  
This unit is internally assessed and verified. 

Students are able to demonstrate that the 
learning outcomes and assessment criteria 
have been met in a variety of ways. The 
following types of evidence are likely to be 
generated: 
>  Portfolio of evidence

This list is not exhaustive. Students should be 
encouraged to develop the most appropriate 
evidence to demonstrate their achievement of 
the unit learning outcomes and assessment 
criteria.
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Level: 3
Credit: 6
TUT: 60
GLH: 30

Assessment:  Internally assessed and verified
Grade:  Pass only

Unit aim
—
This unit provides students with the opportunity 
to demonstrate an understanding of a brand’s 
DNA, customer base and competitors. Students 
will develop skills in identifying and targeting 
a potential market or customer base for a 
brand, and they will practice professionally 
representing a brand and company.

Unit
Demonstrating Market 
Awareness for the  
Fashion Industry   

Optional Group Two – Market Awareness
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Learning outcomes 
The student will:
1.  Know how brand DNA contributes to a 

sales strategy

2.  Be able to carry out competitor 
research

3.  Be able to identify target markets for 
a product 

4.  Understand the characteristics of a 
domestic or international market 

Assessment criteria
The student can:
1.1  Explain how brands DNA contributes to a sales 

strategy

1.2  Perform a sales pitch for an identified product/
collection using clear reference to the brand DNA

2.1  Conduct competitive research using a range of 
sources

2.2  Develop a report on the outcome of the competitive 
analysis 

3.1  Explain the importance of brand adjacencies

3.2  Develop customer segmentation strategies for a 
brand

3.3  Summarise the factors to consider on entering a 
new market

4.1  Describe the characteristics of a defined market 
and their impact on the brand 

4.2  Describe the geographical spread of an 
organisation’s existing customer base 

4.3  Propose potential customers for the organisation in 
the specified market
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Unit Indicative content
—
Demonstrating Market 
Awareness for the  
Fashion Industry 

Units and indicative content

Learning outcome 1
Know how brand DNA contributes to a sales 
strategy.

Learning should include:
>  Understanding how brand DNA fits into a 

sales strategy
>  Considering a variety of factors including 

competition, relevance and price point
>  How to convey brand DNA to a potential 

partner or customer
>  The importance of content and tone
>  Presenting a brand in a professional 

manner, giving an ‘elevator pitch’ about it
>  Focusing on positives and benefits when 

presenting a brand 

Learning outcome 2
Be able to carry out competitor research.

Learning should include:
>  How to carry out and present competitor 

research
>  What aspects to look at (price, product, 

aesthetic etc.)
>  How to assess a territory, explore who else 

is in the field and judge if they are relevant 
competitors or not

>  How to use competitor research to help find 
new potential points of sale

Learning outcome 3
Be able to identify target markets for  
a product.

Learning should include:
>  Reviewing probable brand adjacencies for a 

variety of brands and products
>  Analysing the market in which a chosen 

business operates, benchmarking the 
competition 

>  Understanding a gap in the market vs 
market saturation

>  Recognising the factors that may ensure 
growth over time in a market

>  The importance of prioritising efforts and 
budgets, where best to focus

>  Considering available resources, for 
example, geographical location, potential of 
a market, size of a team

>  How to conduct a SWOT analysis to 
position the brand 

Optional Group Two – Market Awareness
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Learning outcome 4
Understand the characteristics of a domestic 
or international market.

Learning should include:
>  Identifying a company’s global sales areas
>  Understanding which factors to consider 

when thinking if a product may be 
successful in a market

>  Understanding what factors to consider 
when assessing if a point of sale is right for 
the brand

>  How to understand a market and consider 
other brands present in the area

>  How to identify who the customer is in a 
region

>  What factors to consider in a market (e.g. 
product preferences, cultural factors, 
relevance, pricing, trends, political or 
economic factors, brand awareness in that 
region, effect of tourism in the area) 

Assessment guidance  
This unit is internally assessed and verified. 

Students are able to demonstrate that the 
learning outcomes and assessment criteria 
have been met in a variety of ways. The 
following types of evidence are likely to be 
generated: 
>  Portfolio of evidence

This list is not exhaustive. Students should be 
encouraged to develop the most appropriate 
evidence to demonstrate their achievement of 
the unit learning outcomes and assessment 
criteria.
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Level: 4
Credit: 12
TUT: 120
GLH: 60

Assessment:  Internally assessed and verified
Grade:  Pass only

Unit aim
—
This unit enables students to apply detailed 
knowledge of a specific market or region, to 
evaluate international trade in relation to a 
variety of global factors, and to create a plan for 
market entry.

Unit
Applying Market  
Awareness for the  
Fashion Industry   

Optional Group Two – Market Awareness
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Learning outcomes 
The student will:
1.  Be able to assess the global sales 

opportunities for a business 

2.  Be able to evaluate sales and 
marketing opportunities in a specific  
geographical region 

3.  Be able to assess the viability of 
global sales opportunities

4.  Be able to plan and manage entry into 
a new marketplace for a business 

5.  Be able to apply research and 
knowledge of international markets to 
minimise risk when trading globally  

6.  Be able to apply knowledge of global 
cultures and communication to inform 
sales strategy

Assessment criteria
The student can:
1.1   Assess trade patterns and identify their relevance 

and importance to the business

1.2   Investigate international market trends and 
developments to identify market needs relative to 
the business

1.3  Identify new and emerging business and 
e-commerce market trends

1.4  Assess opportunities to enter, shape or influence 
the market and the potential impact on a business

2.1  Analyse the global customer base of a brand and 
discuss where best to focus the sales strategy 

2.2  Visualise a specific brand’s existing sales 
landscape and identify opportunities for growth 

2.3  Discuss what steps might need to be taken to 
increase sales within an existing market

3.1  Identify and analyse sales opportunities and how 
they align with business objectives and capabilities 

3.2  Evaluate each opportunity to determine its potential 
impact on current business and customer base

4.1  Make a strategic plan for entering a new market

4.2  Set out an action plan of how to approach new 
sales leads

5.1  Plan a distribution strategy that considers 
distribution control and exclusivities

5.2   Explain counterfeiting and copyright issues

6.1  Analyse cultural differences in prospective markets 
in relation to product appeal

6.2  Identify the most appropriate communication 
channels in different cultures

6.3  Develop a sales strategy for a specific product/
collection in a new geographical region  
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Unit Indicative content
—
Applying Market  
Awareness for the  
Fashion Industry

Optional Group Two – Market Awareness

Units and indicative content

Learning outcome 1
Be able to assess the global sales 
opportunities for a business.

Learning should include:
>  Looking at historical trade patterns and 

considering future patterns in relation to 
them

>  Assessing case studies showing how 
international factors affect international 
trade (e.g. political unrest, economic 
crashes etc.)

>  Analysing current international market 
trends

>  How to assess current trends in relation to a 
specific business

>  Analysing the economic and political factors 
affecting a potential market

Learning outcome 2
Be able to evaluate sales and marketing 
opportunities in a specific geographical 
region.

Learning should include:
>  How to create a region map for an area, 

providing a visual record of current 
distribution

>  How to research potential opportunities
>  How to look in-depth at a specific market, 

showing knowledge of the different multi-
brand, mono brand and online stores 
serving the region

>  How to identify variations between different 
sales accounts 

Learning outcome 3
Be able to assess the viability of global sales 
opportunities.

Learning should include:
>  Understanding the customer profile of a 

brand and the relevance of trend alignment 
when developing the brand’s aim 

>  How to respond to speculative sales leads
>  How to assess costs, benefit, risks and 

opportunities to determine the financial 
viability of each opportunity

>  Understanding the different ways of 
approaching sales targets

>  Understanding how best to target an 
account or customer for an identified 
brand. What assets will be needed? What 
information needs to be conveyed? How will 
this vary if the brand is already known or is 
new to a certain customer/account?

Learning outcome 4
Be able to plan and manage entry into a new 
marketplace for a business.

Learning should include:
>  Understanding the different ways of adding 

new stores or customers to a brand’s 
existing portfolio, analysing their possible 
effectiveness

>  How to approach a sales opportunity, 
considering materials, approach, manner, 
methods and CRM

>  How to evaluate the risks and benefits of 
defining new sales territories or portfolios

>  How to assess the resources needed to 
cover a territory or portfolio and meet 
targets

>  The link between business and marketing 
strategies in order to determine sales and 
why it is important that they are aligned 

>  How to create action plans and strategic 
plans
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Learning outcome 5 
Be able to apply research and knowledge of 
international markets to minimise risk when 
trading globally.

Learning should include:
>  The importance of trademarks and how 

they protect a brand
>  Basic trademarking information for main 

apparel and accessories categories
>  Understanding the potential issues in 

buying trademarks from other parties
>  Considering trade barriers, including how a 

country may limit imports of goods and how 
this will affect it as a potential market - for 
example, looking at India and China/Hong 
Kong as case studies

>  The principles of trademarking and selling 
for domestic and international markets

>  Distribution control and exclusivities
>  Counterfeiting and the effect on the industry 

and on a brand
>  Understanding how exclusivity can be used 

as a means of market control in wholesale 
and franchise. Who does it benefit? How 
may it be a risk or limitation? How can it be 
controlled and respected?

Learning outcome 6 
Be able to apply knowledge of global cultures 
and communication to inform sales strategy.

Learning should include:
>  How cultural differences affect product 

development and market potential
>  How fashion trends vary internationally and 

how this may affect a brand’s history and 
potential in different countries

>  The difference between male and female 
markets and how they vary globally 
depending on cultures, for example, 
considering Europe, USA, Middle East, 
Asia, Eurasia and Australasia

>  Understanding cross-cultural 
communication and negotiation styles 
relevant to a variety of countries

>  How to evaluate the important differences 
in communicating with a range of cultures 
including: language verbal and non-verbal, 
translation, appropriateness of dress, social 
etiquette

>  Understanding how awareness of these 
communication differences should be 
applied in a wholesale and direct to 
consumer retail and online strategy

Assessment guidance  
This unit is internally assessed and verified. 

Students are able to demonstrate that the 
learning outcomes and assessment criteria 
have been met in a variety of ways. The 
following types of evidence are likely to be 
generated: 
>  Portfolio of evidence

This list is not exhaustive. Students should be 
encouraged to develop the most appropriate 
evidence to demonstrate their achievement of 
the unit learning outcomes and assessment 
criteria.
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Level: 3
Credit: 3
TUT: 30
GLH: 15

Assessment:  Internally assessed and verified
Grade:  Pass only

Unit aim
—
This unit provides students with a basic 
understanding of the role of merchandising and 
range planning in the fashion industry to enable 
them to create basic sales reports and to gain 
an introduction to stock management.

Unit
Understanding  
Merchandising for  
Fashion Environments 
  

Optional Group Three – Merchandising
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Learning outcomes 
The student will:
1.  Understand the importance of 

merchandising and range planning

2.  Be able to create reports on product 
performance

3.  Understand stock systems

Assessment criteria
The student can:
1.1  Explain the importance of merchandising 

1.2  Explain ways in which creative strategies impact on 
business objectives

1.3  Describe reasons why a strong range plan can lead 
to success in a market

2.1   Use IT and numeracy skills to manipulate data for 
a report

2.2   Create a report which presents product sales 
information in the agreed format

3.1  Explain how stock systems work and how stock is 
replenished 

3.2  Describe how stock systems may be managed 
using software systems and databases
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Unit Indicative content
—

Understanding 
Merchandising for  
Fashion Environments 
 

Units and indicative content

Learning outcome 1 
Understand the importance of merchandising 
and range planning.

Learning should include: 
>  The importance of merchandising 
>  Understanding different types of creative 

strategies
>  Lead times and different product drops 

throughout a season
>  Understanding different types of range 

plans and how and why they vary
>  Considering examples of strong and poor 

range plans
>  How to create and use range plans and why 

they are important
>  Product margins and mark-ups 
>  Considering international price alignment
>  Understanding the concept of competitor 

analysis

Learning outcome 2 
Be able to create reports on product 
performance.

Learning should include: 
>  Sell-through reports and how to read them
>  How to create graphs, tables and charts that 

analyse sales performance data
>  How to sort and compare data
>  Basic numeracy skills needed for data 

reports
>  Basic photo resizing and manipulation for 

entry on reports
>  Understanding the different formats for 

presenting sales information

Optional Group Three – Merchandising
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Learning outcome 3
Understand stock systems.

Learning should include: 
>  The product supply chain: factory, 

warehouse, point of sale, customer
>  Variations in a basic supply chain e.g. 

vertical integration etc.
>  The importance of stock planning in a 

business 
>  How stock planning varies according to a 

company’s sales channel model
>  An introduction to stock terminology: 

Fully-factored, Stock Keeping Unit (SKU), 
Ex-factory, Landed, Sale Or Return (SOR), 
Consignment

Assessment guidance  
This unit is internally assessed and verified. 

Students are able to demonstrate that the 
learning outcomes and assessment criteria 
have been met in a variety of ways. The 
following types of evidence are likely to be 
generated: 
>  Portfolio of evidence

This list is not exhaustive. Students should be 
encouraged to develop the most appropriate 
evidence to demonstrate their achievement of 
the unit learning outcomes and assessment 
criteria.
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Level: 3
Credit: 6
TUT: 60
GLH: 30

Assessment:  Internally assessed and verified
Grade:  Pass only

Unit aim
—
This unit provides students with an 
understanding of the role of merchandising and 
range planning in the fashion industry. The unit 
will enable them to demonstrate knowledge 
of range planning and price architecture and 
the importance of data analysis and visual 
merchandising in the sector.

Unit
Demonstrating  
Merchandising for  
Fashion Environments 
  

Optional Group Three – Merchandising
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Learning outcomes 
The student will:
1.  Be able to create a range plan 

2.  Understand price architecture

3.  Be able to report data using the most 
relevant methods

4.  Understand the importance of visual 
merchandising

5. Understand stock management

Assessment criteria
The student can:
1.1  Describe the role of a range plan in a company’s 

product and sales strategy

1.2  Create a range plan in line with the agreed format

2.1  Describe price architecture within a specified 
sector of the fashion industry

2.2  Compare pricing strategies for a range of brands 

3.1  Use a variety of methods to analyse and present 
sales data

3.2  Create sales data reports and present them to a 
team

4.1  Critically compare a range of display techniques 
used to enhance sales in fashion retail

4.2  Critically compare a range of display techniques 
used to enhance sales in a fashion wholesale 
showroom

4.3  Critically compare a range of presentation 
techniques used to enhance sales in online fashion

5.1  Explain how the stock system for a specified sector 
of the industry functions

5.2  Describe the process and importance of accurate 
stocktaking, stock replenishments, stock moving 
and timely delivery drops 

5.3  Assess the impact on the business if stock delivery 
management is ineffective 
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Unit Indicative content
—

Demonstrating 
Merchandising for  
Fashion Environments 
 

Units and indicative content

Learning outcome 1 
Be able to create a range plan.

Learning should include:
>  Range plans for different product categories 

and price points in the fashion industry
>  How a range plan is created
>  What makes a successful range plan
>  The balance between creativity and 

commerciality
>  Layout options for range plans
>  How to compare and comment on the 

ranges on offer of a variety of brands

Learning outcome 2
Understand price architecture.

Learning should include:
>  The price pyramid
>  The importance of the correlation between 

price and perceived value
>  The importance of price alignment with 

competitors
>  Product margins and retail mark-ups
>  How to set international Recommended 

Retail Prices (RRPs)
>  Understanding the issues surrounding the 

control of RRPs. Why are they important? 
How do you enforce them? How do duties 
and shipping affect them? 

>  Landed vs ex-factory goods

Learning outcome 3
Be able to report data using the most relevant 
methods.

Learning should include:
>  The different metrics that are typically used 

in reporting
>  The types of reports or data analysis that 

may be required for different departments
>  The different methods that are used for 

reporting data and when to use them
>  Where to find the data that needs to be 

reported
>  Sell-through reports and their different 

features 
>  The difference between seasonal/fashion 

sales and rate of sale for core products
>  The relevance of comparing sales to past 

performance

Optional Group Three – Merchandising
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Learning outcome 4
Understand the importance of visual 
merchandising.

Learning should include:
>  Understanding different visual 

merchandising techniques and in which 
context they should be used

>  Examples of good displays and poor 
displays 

Learning outcome 5
Understand stock management.

Learning should include:
>  The importance of stock planning and the 

financial consequences of a lack of good 
stock planning to a business model

>  The lead times involved in stock planning, 
management and movements

>  The representative value of stock being held 
in a business

>  The depreciation of stock being held by a 
business

>  How stock is allocated to a location or to a 
third party (i.e. wholesale)

Assessment guidance  
This unit is internally assessed and verified. 

Students are able to demonstrate that the 
learning outcomes and assessment criteria 
have been met in a variety of ways. The 
following types of evidence are likely to be 
generated: 
>  Portfolio of evidence

This list is not exhaustive. Students should be 
encouraged to develop the most appropriate 
evidence to demonstrate their achievement of 
the unit learning outcomes and assessment 
criteria.
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Level: 4
Credit: 12
TUT:  120
GLH: 60

Assessment:  Internally assessed and verified
Grade:  Pass only

Unit aim
—
This unit provides students with an 
understanding of the role of merchandising and 
range planning in the fashion industry. The unit 
will enable them to demonstrate knowledge 
of range planning and price architecture and 
the importance of data analysis and visual 
merchandising in the sector.

Unit
Applying  
Merchandising for  
Fashion Environments 
  

Optional Group Three – Merchandising
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Learning outcomes 
The student will:
1.  Be able to create a range plan 

2.  Understand price architecture

3.  Be able to report data using the most 
relevant methods

4.  Understand the importance of visual 
merchandising

5. Understand stock management

Assessment criteria
The student can:
1.1  Describe the role of a range plan in a company’s 

product and sales strategy

1.2  Create a range plan in line with the agreed format

2.1  Describe price architecture within a specified 
sector of the fashion industry

2.2  Compare pricing strategies for a range of brands 

3.1  Use a variety of methods to analyse and present 
sales data

3.2  Create sales data reports and present them to a 
team

4.1  Critically compare a range of display techniques 
used to enhance sales in fashion retail

4.2  Critically compare a range of display techniques 
used to enhance sales in a fashion wholesale 
showroom

4.3  Critically compare a range of presentation 
techniques used to enhance sales in online fashion

5.1  Explain how the stock system for a specified sector 
of the industry functions

5.2  Describe the process and importance of accurate 
stocktaking, stock replenishments, stock moving 
and timely delivery drops 

5.3  Assess the impact on the business if stock delivery 
management is ineffective 
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Unit Indicative content
—

Applying  
Merchandising for  
Fashion Environments 
 

Optional Group Three – Merchandising

Units and indicative content

Learning outcome 1 
Understand stock management and planning.

Learning should include:
>  The process of planning, stock buying and 

sales forecasting
>  How and why brands forecast sales in order 

to start production early
>  The impact that correct forecasts can have 

on the overall efficiency of a brand and its 
critical path

>  Understanding what lead times are 
involved. Considering lead times for stock 
buying in a specific company and how 
times may vary for different companies/
products. How does the origin of raw 
materials and manufacture affect this?

>  How a merchandising department plans 
ahead with stock replenishment

Learning outcome 2 
Be able to undertake competitor analysis.

Learning should include:
>  Understanding the importance of 

competitor analysis, for example, 
considering shared product category, 
shared customer, shared price point, shared 
function, shared brand ideals, shared 
aesthetic etc.

>  How to carry out competitor analysis and 
present a fit-for-purpose report

Learning outcome 3
Be able to use visual merchandising skills.

Learning should include:
>  Understanding different online and offline 

merchandising techniques
>  Considering a range of display techniques 

for retail spaces, wholesale showrooms, 
pop ups, and for online stores, for example, 
lighting, staging, mannequins and other 
displays, Point of Sale (POS) materials, 
retouching, flat shots/detail shots/videos, 
styling, focal points, highlighting features, 
layout techniques, music and ambiance

>  The ways in in which visual merchandising 
can be used both to improve sales and 
translate a brand message

>  What a shop window/homepage is for

Learning outcome 4
Be able to apply markdown planning.

Learning should include:
>  Markdown brackets and their impact on 

margins and brand perception
>  A variety of markdown strategies and why 

they would be chosen for different brands
>  How markdown sales may attract a new and 

targeted customer
>  How to prepare a brand for mark down
>  Global sales considerations - how to control 

and how to ensure consistency
>  How to look at a calendar and identify when 

retailers will be going on sale
>  What can be done with excess stock at the 

end of a season and what the financial and 
branding implications might be

>  How companies that work exclusively in cut-
price products benefit or damage a brand’s 
identity
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Learning outcome 5
Be able to apply range planning.

Learning should include:
>  Typical margins for different products and 

categories within a specified sector of the 
industry

>  Basic information on what affects a 
company’s ability to sell at a specific price 
(what is in a costing)

>  Awareness of Value Added Tax (VAT) 
and shipping and how they might affect 
international sales prices

>  Understanding the theories around how 
pricing changes affect a customer’s 
perception of a brand or a product

>  How to create a professional-looking range 
plan

>  Variations on a classic pyramid structure
>  How products might be weighted for sales
>  Pricing changes and how these can affect 

the perception and placement of a brand in 
an identified marketplace

Learning outcome 6
Be able to analyse product performance.

Learning should include:
>  Data interpretation methods
>  Methods for improving sales 
>  How to evaluate performance and draw 

conclusions from it
>  How to distinguish between factors within 

the control of the company and those 
external to it

>  Factors to consider that may affect sales 
results: regional, cultural and seasonal 

>  Product positioning within a retail 
environment 

>  Availability of product information to staff 
and how this knowledge can impact on 
sales

>  The effect of delivery dates on sell-through. 
How a company can address this and 
where challenges may lie

Assessment guidance  
This unit is internally assessed and verified. 

Students are able to demonstrate that the 
learning outcomes and assessment criteria 
have been met in a variety of ways. The 
following types of evidence are likely to be 
generated: 
>  Portfolio of evidence

This list is not exhaustive. Students should be 
encouraged to develop the most appropriate 
evidence to demonstrate their achievement of 
the unit learning outcomes and assessment 
criteria.
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Level: 3
Credit: 3
TUT: 30
GLH: 15

Assessment:  Internally assessed and verified
Grade:  Pass only

Unit aim
—
This unit provides students with an introduction 
to the importance of logistics in the fashion 
industry. Students will understand how goods 
are shipped, stored and allocated for.

Unit
Understanding  
Logistics for Fashion 
Environments  
  

Optional Group Four – Logistics
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Learning outcomes 
The student will:
1.  Understand the role of logistics in the 

fashion industry

2.  Understand shipping logistics

3.  Understand storage logistics

Assessment criteria
The student can:
1.1  Describe the role of logistics in the fashion industry

1.2  Outline the different stages and timeframes 
involved in getting goods from a manufacturer to a 
customer

1.3  Explain the relationship between time and cost in 
logistics

2.1  Describe methods of freight and scenarios in which 
they may be used

2.2  Explain the environmental impacts of different 
shipping options, including choice of packaging

2.3  Compare and contrast different shipping options 
for a logistics problem in a specified company

3.1  Explain how warehouse storage and pick and pack 
works in the fashion industry

3.2  Analyse different storage and packing methods in 
relation to different costs
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Unit Indicative content
—

Understanding  
Logistics for Fashion 
Environments  
 

Optional Group Four – Logistics

Units and indicative content

Learning outcome 1 
Understand the role of logistics in the fashion 
industry.

Learning should include:
>  The role of logistics in the fashion industry 
>  Wholesale, retail and e-commerce 
>  Implications for holding stock
>  Stock held for distribution 
>  Understanding different types of couriers 

and the factors to consider when selecting 
one

>  Considering cost and timing

Learning outcome 2
Understand shipping logistics.

Learning should include:
>  Understanding different forms of shipping: 

air, sea and land freight
>  Local deliveries
>  Time and cost differences
>  How duties are applied and to whom
>  Understanding when companies choose to 

use specific methods and why
>  Environmental considerations
>  How costs are calculated: volumetric vs 

actual weight

Learning outcome 3 
Understand storage logistics.

Learning should include:
>  Warehousing
>  Stock-holding and the approximate costings 

and methods
>  Speed of packing and getting to the 

customer
>  Understanding when it is appropriate to pay 

more, for example, using a faster service 
>  Consolidated shipments
>  Methods of storage, for example, hanging, 

boxed and environmental conditions, 
accessibility and locations
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Assessment guidance  
This unit is internally assessed and verified. 

Students are able to demonstrate that the 
learning outcomes and assessment criteria 
have been met in a variety of ways. The 
following types of evidence are likely to be 
generated: 
>  Portfolio of evidence

This list is not exhaustive. Students should be 
encouraged to develop the most appropriate 
evidence to demonstrate their achievement of 
the unit learning outcomes and assessment 
criteria.
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Level: 3
Credit: 6
TUT: 60
GLH: 30

Assessment:  Internally assessed and verified
Grade:  Pass only

Unit aim
—
This unit provides students with an 
understanding of the logistics involved in 
taking a finished product and delivering it to 
a customer. This unit will enable students to 
demonstrate and develop their understanding 
of this process and how it can vary greatly from 
company to company.

Unit
Demonstrating  
Logistics for Fashion 
Environments  
  

Optional Group Four – Logistics
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Learning outcomes 
The student will:
1.  Be able to demonstrate skills in 

logistics administration

2.  Understand domestic and 
international shipping logistics 

3.  Understand packaging, labelling 
and quality control within a fashion 
context 

4.  Understand distribution methods for 
e-commerce, wholesale and retail

Assessment criteria
The student can:
1.1  Describe the administrative support activities 

that take place within the logistics function of a 
business

1.2  Use software systems and accurately enter data to 
support logistics administration

1.3  Evaluate the consequences of poor administration 
for business 

2.1  Comply with international shipping regulations, 
duties and labelling/paperwork requirements

2.2  Explain the different shipping requirements for 
different regions

2.3  Propose alternative options for shipping in a given 
situation

3.1  Demonstrate awareness of quality standards and 
‘on brand’ presentation in packaging

3.2  Compare how packaging will vary between 
business-to-business and business-to-customer 
and evaluate why

3.3  Critically compare different packaging methods for 
a company and review why they have been chosen

4.1  Analyse the end-to-end logistics and distribution 
plan for an e-commerce business

4.2  Analyse the end-to-end logistics and distribution 
plan for a retail or wholesale based business
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Unit Indicative content
—

Demonstrating  
Logistics for Fashion 
Environments 
 

Units and indicative content

Learning outcome 1 
Be able to demonstrate skills in logistics 
administration.

Learning should include:
>  Understanding the different types of 

administrative activities used to support 
logistics 

>  Understanding the different types of 
paperwork involved in shipping and storage 
logistics

>  Filing procedures in a company
>  Filling out airway bills
>  Commercial invoicing 
>  Packing lists
>  Certificates of Origin (CO)
>  The role of software systems – an 

introduction to the main ones in the industry 
and how they work

>  Reviewing case studies showing how small 
errors can lead to large problems

Learning outcome 2
Understand domestic and international 
shipping logistics.

Learning should include:
>  International shipping regulation
>  Duties and taxes
>  Time-frames
>  Costs
>  Quality
>  Trade restrictions
>  Labelling
>  How to compare prices from different 

companies
>  How to book collections – what documents 

are needed

Learning outcome 3
Understand packaging, labelling and quality 
control within a fashion context.

Learning should include:
>  Considering what is shipped with the 

product from a regulatory and branding 
perspective

>  The approximate costs for different 
packaging methods

>  Considering how to best fold/pack a given 
item

>  An awareness of minimum quantities when 
choosing bespoke packaging

>  Appropriate packaging for products in terms 
of protection, space used and cost

>  Understanding how companies use a range 
of different methods to ship products: 
e-commerce – direct to customer; wholesale 
– direct to supplier 

Optional Group Four – Logistics
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Learning outcome 4
Understand distribution methods for 
e-commerce, wholesale and retail.

Learning should include:
>  Storage and shipping – from the factory 

to the warehouse, from the warehouse 
to the customer - and the implications of 
insurance, price, taxes and relevant charges

>  Delivery Duty Paid (DDP) and Delivery Duty 
Unpaid (DDU) 

>  Comparing shipping methods in terms of 
timing, cost and environmental impact

>  Understanding where the responsibility 
lies for the payment of duties and freight 
transportation, and why this may vary from 
company to company

>  How returns are dealt with

Assessment guidance  
This unit is internally assessed and verified.  

Students are able to demonstrate that the 
learning outcomes and assessment criteria 
have been met in a variety of ways. The 
following types of evidence are likely to be 
generated: 
>  Portfolio of evidence

This list is not exhaustive. Students should be 
encouraged to develop the most appropriate 
evidence to demonstrate their achievement of 
the unit learning outcomes and assessment 
criteria.
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Level: 4
Credit: 12
TUT: 120
GLH: 60

Assessment:  Internally assessed and verified
Grade:  Pass only

Unit aim
—
This unit provides students with an introduction 
to how showrooms are managed in a fashion 
environment. It is designed to enable the 
student to make use of their knowledge and 
understanding to carry out specific tasks 
related to effective and efficient showroom 
management.

Unit
Applying  
Logistics for Fashion 
Environments  
  

Optional Group Four – Logistics
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Learning outcomes 
The student will:
1.  Understand organisational structures 

and working practices in a fashion 
showroom environment

2.  Know how to work in a fashion 
showroom environment 

Assessment criteria
The student can:
1.1  Use knowledge of organisational structures and 

working practices to support the effective operation 
of a fashion showroom

1.2  Summarise the role of the fashion studio assistant 
in supporting the effective operation of a fashion 
showroom 

2.1  Plan, organise and carry out administration and 
sales tasks to deadlines

2.2  Demonstrate professionalism when working with 
others in a fashion showroom environment 
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Unit Indicative content
—

Applying  
Logistics for Fashion 
Environments 
 

Units and indicative content

Learning outcome 1 
Understand organisational structures and 
working practices in a fashion showroom 
environment.

Learning should include:
>  Understanding key showroom management 

practices, such as: reporting, liaison, 
coordination of day-to-day operational 
activities

>  The role of good communication and 
presentation formats for liaising with the 
press and buyers 

>  Managing showroom administration, 
including ensuring all files, working 
documents, and shared files are kept in a 
neat coherent order

>  The structure and organisation of the 
showroom team and their respective 
responsibilities

>  Effective time management in relation to 
the company calendar and making sure all 
deadlines are met

>  Understanding how showroom 
management processes ensure professional 
organisation

>  Understanding how showroom 
management procedures ensure a strong 
organisational approach

Learning outcome 2
Know how to work in a fashion showroom 
environment.

Learning should include:
>  An introduction to showroom management 

documentation that is used to analyse 
weekly, monthly, and seasonal selling and 
inventory reports

>  Fashion management processes for follow-
up of showroom sample delivery and 
tracking/monitoring the deliveries

>  Understand the actions that take place 
between the showroom and accounts 
department/shipping departments to ensure 
payments are met on time

>  Activities that need to be implemented for a 
sample sale

>  How to maintain a safe personal working 
environment

>  The difference between good and weak 
showroom management practice

Optional Group Four – Logistics
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Assessment guidance  
This unit is internally assessed and verified. 

Students are able to demonstrate that the 
learning outcomes and assessment criteria 
have been met in a variety of ways. The 
following types of evidence are likely to be 
generated: 
>  Portfolio of evidence

This list is not exhaustive. Students should be 
encouraged to develop the most appropriate 
evidence to demonstrate their achievement of 
the unit learning outcomes and assessment 
criteria.
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Level: 3
Credit: 3
TUT: 30
GLH: 15

Assessment:  Internally assessed and verified
Grade:  Pass only

Unit aim
—
This unit provides students with the ability to 
apply their knowledge of logistics in the fashion 
industry. They will be able to critically evaluate 
best practice in shipping, storage, packaging 
and allocating. They will develop knowledge 
on working internationally and will create and 
present reports.

Unit
Understanding Showroom 
Management for Fashion 
Environments  
  

Optional Group Five – Showroom
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Learning outcomes 
The student will:
1.  Understand best practice in shipping 

logistics within a fashion context

2.  Understand best practice in storage 
logistics in fashion studio contexts

3.  Understand international shipping 
requirements

4.  Be able to allocate goods to 
customers 

5.  Be able to implement quality control 
and returns management

6.  Be able to produce, analyse and 
present a logistics report

Assessment criteria
The student can:
1.1  Critically evaluate best practice for a logistics 

problem that needs solving, both theoretically and 
within a specified company

1.2  Analyse the role of logistics and shipping decisions 
in improving sell-through, customer relations, and 
company growth

2.1  Critically evaluate best practice for a storage 
or packing problem that needs solving, both 
theoretically and within a specified company

2.2  Analyse the role of storage and packing decisions 
in improving sell-through, customer relations, and 
company growth

3.1  Analyse and comply with shipping requirements for 
different regions 

3.2  Critically compare import/export procedures, legal 
considerations and financial costs

3.3  Evaluate best solutions in an international shipping 
situation

4.1  Use a software system to allocate goods to 
customers

4.2  Use best practice when dealing with an allocation 
problem 

4.3  Replenish an account with available stock

5.1  Assess how storage and transit can affect end 
quality and how best to manage this

5.2  Critically evaluate the importance of effective 
logistics management in customer aftercare in 
order to reduce returns and enhance customer 
satisfaction 

5.3  Justify actions to manage returns queries using 
effective logistical management 

6.1  Create and update logistics reports for an identified 
company

6.2  Compare and analyse data to determine 
performance using reports

6.3  Collate and present logistics reports to key 
stakeholders
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Unit Indicative content
—

Understanding Showroom 
Management for Fashion 
Environments  

Units and indicative content

Learning outcome 1 
Understand best practice in shipping 
logistics within a fashion context.

Learning should include:
>  How to look at all options and assess and 

identify overriding priorities
>  How to weigh up competing company 

objectives, such as: 
  –  Faster delivery to a customer vs cost to 

the company 
  –  Prioritising one customer or wholesaler 

over another
  –  Dealing with and planning for late product 

shipments
>  The impact that moves towards selling off 

the runway will have on logistics
>  Couriers and deliveries

Learning outcome 2
Understand best practice in storage logistics 
in fashion studio contexts.

Learning should include:
>  How to decide the capacity and functional 

capabilities of a warehouse space
>  How to prioritise which customer is packed 

for first 
>  Understanding why a company may choose 

to use a warehouse in a certain location. 
What factors would they be considering? 
What difference might this make if they are 
a retail, wholesale or e-commerce based 
business? What difference does the regions 
that they sell in make?

>  Understanding why a company might have 
further warehouses or holding warehouses 
in other countries. What the functions of 
these are

Learning outcome 3
Understand international shipping 
requirements.

Learning should include:
>  Different timeframe costs and quality
>  Duties and taxes
>  Trade restrictions
>  International labelling
>  Goods with restrictions: Convention on 

International Trade in Endangered Species 
(CITES)

>  The importance of accurate product 
composition information

>  Comparing prices with different companies
>  How to book collections – what documents 

are needed
>  Regulations

Optional Group Five – Showroom
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Learning outcome 4
Be able to allocate goods to customers.

Learning should include:
>  Data entry
>  Explaining allocating
>  Understanding a software system that deals 

with allocations
>  Replenishments
>  Allocations to wholesale or retail accounts
>  How to deal with split shipments of 

products
>  How to prioritise accounts/customers
>  How to prioritise goods in terms of quality

Learning outcome 5
Be able to implement quality control and 
returns management.

Learning should include:
>  How correct packaging protects goods
>  The impact of bad stock
>  How to deal with returns including types of 

queries and typical responses
>  Who should pay for the return when 

overseas and what the cost implications are
>  Product repairs
>  What impact taking stock away from the 

shop floor has on sales 

Learning outcome 6 
Be able to produce, analyse and present a 
logistics report.

Learning should include:
>  How to produce stock reports
>  Interpreting reports showing goods shipped
>  How logistics affects margins
>  Delivery dates and how they affect sales
>  Understanding why it is important to report 

on various aspects of logistics and how to 
analyse the results

>  How to present a report both verbally and 
digitally

Assessment guidance  
This unit is internally assessed and verified. 

Students are able to demonstrate that the 
learning outcomes and assessment criteria 
have been met in a variety of ways. The 
following types of evidence are likely to be 
generated: 
>  Portfolio of evidence

This list is not exhaustive. Students should be 
encouraged to develop the most appropriate 
evidence to demonstrate their achievement of 
the unit learning outcomes and assessment 
criteria.
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Level: 3
Credit: 6
TUT: 60
GLH: 30

Assessment:  Internally assessed and verified
Grade:  Pass only

Unit aim
—
This unit provides students with an 
understanding of the role, structure and function 
of the key showroom activities used in fashion 
environments. The unit will enable students 
to demonstrate and carry out operational and 
organisational tasks contributing to successful 
showroom management.

Unit
Demonstrating Showroom 
Management for Fashion 
Environments  
  

Optional Group Five – Showroom
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Learning outcomes 
The student will:
1.  Understand the role, structure and 

function of activities used to improve 
performance in a fashion showroom 
environment

2.  Be able to communicate product 
knowledge for selling in different 
seasons

3.  Be able to use diary management to 
ensure client bookings are efficient 
and effective for the showroom 
environment

4.  Understand how the showroom 
space is used to present ranges and 
collections for wholesale selling 

Assessment criteria
The student can:
1.1  Describe the range of activities of a fashion 

showroom environment within own and multi-brand 
models

1.2  Assess different customer service options for 
improving the performance of a fashion showroom 

2.1  Use understanding of product characteristics, 
fabrics, silhouettes and quality to inform selling

2.2  Ensure that ranges/collections are ready for buyer 
meetings, through pressing/steaming garments

3.1  Use IT tools and databases to manage client lists 
and bookings for showing the ranges/collections

3.2  Use calendars and administration techniques to 
manage wholesale seasons and cycles

4.1  Demonstrate knowledge of wholesale selling cycles 
and hosting spaces for clients

4.2  Maintain a clean, well-organised and professional 
showroom environment for buyer meetings
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Unit Indicative content
—

Demonstrating Showroom 
Management for Fashion 
Environments

Units and indicative content

Learning outcome 1
Understand the role, structure and function 
of activities used to improve performance in 
a fashion showroom environment.

Learning should include:
>  Understanding the importance of press 

packs/look books/marketing campaigns to 
present new samples/collections to PR and 
press companies

>  The role of fashion shoots/fashion styling/
fashion photography in communicating new 
samples/collections

>  Marketing and PR communication methods 
and channels used to present buyers/press

>  Actions that take place during buyers’ 
meetings regarding the issues and 
concerns that need to be considered to 
achieve excellence in customer service and 
engagement

>  How key retailers/clients/customers and 
their sales patterns and history are used to 
inform future planning and demand

>  Understanding why information databases 
are used to manage clients, customers and 
stockists that buy from the brand/retailer

>  Documentation used by the sales team to 
keep a record of purchases, invoices and 
requisitions

>  The function of sales reports and how they 
inform performance and improvements

Learning outcome 2
Be able to communicate product knowledge 
for selling in different seasons.

Learning should include:
>  The different visual merchandising formats 

used to show/display new samples/
collections/ranges

>  The characteristics of new product types 
and groups that add value to collections 

>  Why and how line sheets are used to 
provide information about pricing, sizing and 
fabric availability

>  The importance of product knowledge in 
achieving/improving sales targets

>  The different product groups that are based 
on best/worst sellers

>  The product quality, collections price points, 
sizing and fit 

>  Actions taken by showroom managers 
when presenting new products, fabrics and 
silhouettes

Optional Group Five – Showroom
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Learning outcome 3
Be able to use diary management to ensure 
client bookings are efficient and effective for 
the showroom environment.

Learning should include:
>  IT tools and database used to manage 

client list and bookings
>  Understanding what to do if bookings are 

missed, cancelled or double-booked  
>  The importance of efficient and effective 

diary management
>  Calendar and administration techniques for 

managing wholesale seasons and cycles

Learning outcome 4 
Understand how the showroom space is 
used to present ranges and collections for 
wholesale selling.

Learning should include:
>  How the fashion wholesale cycle informs 

showroom activity
>  Preparing to meet clients and organising 

hospitality
>  Taking orders and agreeing terms and 

delivery 
>  Showroom organisation and product display 

including visual presentation of products 
>  Enhancing customer experience to 

maximise sales
>  Follow-ups and analysis of product sales 

review 

Assessment guidance  
This unit is internally assessed and verified. 

Students are able to demonstrate that the 
learning outcomes and assessment criteria 
have been met in a variety of ways. The 
following types of evidence are likely to be 
generated: 
>  Portfolio of evidence

This list is not exhaustive. Students should be 
encouraged to develop the most appropriate 
evidence to demonstrate their achievement of 
the unit learning outcomes and assessment 
criteria.
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Level: 4
Credit: 12
TUT: 120
GLH: 60

Assessment:  Internally assessed and verified
Grade:  Pass only

Unit aim
—
This unit provides students with the 
opportunity to apply their knowledge, skills 
and understanding within a fashion showroom 
environment. The unit will enable students to 
work as a professional and responsible member 
of a team, through the management of a range 
of fashion showroom operations and activities.

Unit
Applying Showroom 
Management for Fashion 
Environments  
  

Optional Group Five – Showroom
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Learning outcomes 
The student will:
1.  Understand showroom management 

tools and techniques to enhance 
presentation and communication 
strategies of ranges/collections

2.  Be able to plan, organise and manage 
administration and sales activities for 
a fashion showroom

3.  Be able to hold a showroom 
appointment meeting

4.  Be able to apply knowledge of 
showroom sales figures and patterns 
to recommend improvements to 
business performance

5.  Be able to diagnose and resolve 
different showroom problems 

Assessment criteria
The student can:
1.1  Research a range of management tools and 

techniques used in both virtual and physical 
showroom environments for wholesale businesses

1.2  Critically compare a range of showroom 
management tools and techniques used to enhance 
communications

1.3  Apply knowledge of studio management tools and 
techniques to support own practice

2.1  Apply planning and organisational skills and 
knowledge to manage showroom activities

2.2  Maintain detailed administrative records/diary 
management for the effective operation of a fashion 
showroom 

3.1  Manage a showroom appointment meeting to 
enhance sales and improve performance

3.2  Review lessons learnt from the appointment 
meeting

4.1  Critically analyse sales history and current 
performance data

4.2  Interpret performance data and use product 
knowledge to propose ideas for improving sales 
performance 

5.1  Critically analyse common showroom sales 
problems 

5.2  Plan, organise and present solutions to a showroom 
sales problem
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Unit Indicative content
—

Applying Showroom 
Management for Fashion 
Environments

Units and indicative content

Learning outcome 1
Understand showroom management tools 
and techniques to enhance presentation 
and communication strategies of ranges/
collections.

Learning should include:
>  Understanding the importance of product 

knowledge and attributes in achieving/
improving sales targets

>  Understanding which planning tools are 
being used to organise the showroom for 
wholesale buying/selling seasons

>  How project management tools provide 
an effective approach to developing a 
communication strategy for a particular 
retailer, brand, buyer and press

>  Preparing materials for sales appointments 
and understanding the wholesale cycle 
and showroom models used by fashion 
companies and multi-brand/own brand 

>  The importance of showroom space, 
hosting or own space in presenting and 
communicating the range/collections

>  The differences between setting up a 
physical and virtual showroom

Learning outcome 2
Be able to plan, organise and manage 
administration and sales activities for a 
fashion showroom.

Learning should include:
>  The role of internal meeting notes and 

agendas to monitor discussions, and 
decision-making techniques used by the 
showroom teams

>  The role of external meeting notes and 
discussions with buyers to explore product 
presentations and review past and present 
requirements

>  Internal budget and costs of showroom 
activities through the selling season, such 
as: venue costs, refreshments, travel and 
accommodation bookings for key buyers 
and press

>  Planning new visual merchandising formats 
to show/display samples, collections and 
ranges for a new season

>  Using line sheets with price, sizing and 
fabric availability to inform buyers of product 
ranges

>  Seasonal reports showing how collections 
and product ranges are performing

>  The different ways of recording and 
monitoring levels of stock and inventory

>  Understanding how sales activities are 
reported to internal teams to ensure 
customers receive satisfactory service and 
quality goods

Learning outcome 3 
Be able to hold a showroom appointment 
meeting.

Learning should include:
>  Planning showroom appointments related to 

the wholesale selling cycle
>  How to prepare the showroom for 

buyer meetings and the appropriate 
documentation needed to hold the meeting

>  How to arrange refreshments, travel, 
accommodation and venue for the meeting

Optional Group Five – Showroom
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>  How to conduct a showroom meeting with 
buyers and present new collections/ranges 
to clients in a professional and well planned 
manner

>  Analysing client sales history to understand 
previous buying patterns: best sellers/worst 
sellers

>  Identifying problems that could be 
encountered during showroom meetings 
and suggesting solutions

>  Capturing and reflecting on lessons learnt

Learning outcome 4
Be able to apply knowledge of showroom 
sales figures and patterns to recommend 
improvements for business performance.

Learning should include:
>  Spreadsheets and sales reports used to 

compare seasonal sales targets and goals
>  Understanding how last season’s/history 

sales data compares with the current 
season’s sales figures to provide insights 
and identify trends

>  Identifying key retailers, clients, customers 
and their sales patterns and history

>  Understanding the function of costed 
showroom activities plans within a budget 
allocation

>  Understanding why effective presentations 
to buyers of a new collection are critical to 
successful sales orders

>  Data analysis methods

Learning outcome 5
Be able to diagnose and resolve different 
showroom problems.

Learning should include:
>  A list of common showroom problems 
>  Reviewing the best and worst sellers and 

making recommendations for future product 
presentations

>  Assessing which new products types 
should be included in next season’s 
collections

>  How visual merchandising, displays and 
showroom space could be improved to 
achieve better sales targets

>  Evaluating the effectiveness of buyer 
presentations and client engagement to 
recommend new solutions to problems

Assessment guidance  
This unit is internally assessed and verified. 
 
Students are able to demonstrate that the 
learning outcomes and assessment criteria 
have been met in a variety of ways. The 
following types of evidence are likely to be 
generated: 
>  Portfolio of evidence

This list is not exhaustive. Students should be 
encouraged to develop the most appropriate 
evidence to demonstrate their achievement of 
the unit learning outcomes and assessment 
criteria.
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Level: 3
Credit: 3
TUT: 30
GLH: 15

Assessment:  Internally assessed and verified
Grade:  Pass only

Unit aim
—
This unit provides students with an introduction 
to customer relationship management (CRM) 
practices, processes and systems and an 
awareness of the importance of customer 
service.

Unit
Understanding Customer 
Relationship Management  
for Fashion Environments  
  

Optional Group Six – Customer Relationships Management
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Learning outcomes 
The student will:
1.  Understand customer relationship 

management practices, processes 
and systems in a fashion environment

2.  Know how to work in a sales team 
that delivers customer relationship 
activities

Assessment criteria
The student can:
1.1  Use CRM systems and processes to achieve 

customer satisfaction and meet customer 
expectations

2.1  Plan, organise and carry out customer services 
activities within a sales/marketing team

2.2  Demonstrate professionalism in working with others
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Unit Indicative content
—

Understanding Customer 
Relationship Management 
for Fashion Environments

Optional Group Six – Customer Relationships Management

Units and indicative content

Learning outcome 1 
Understand customer relationship 
management practices, processes and 
systems in a fashion environment.

Learning should include:
>  The importance of customer service
>  The function of customer feedback and 

review reports
>  Understanding how to manage customer 

data in a responsible way
>  How data is used, stored and protected to 

ensure security of personal information
>  An awareness of CRM processes, 

people and systems involved in the retail 
environment

>  The characteristics of excellent CRM to 
deliver high customer satisfaction

>  Examples of good and poor CRM practices

Learning outcome 2
Know how to work in a sales team that 
delivers customer relationship activities.

Learning should include:
>  A range of customer services activities/

issues that can occur in a fashion 
environment and how to deal with them

>  The key characteristics of a safe personal 
working environment

>  Identifying actions that take place between 
marketing and sales teams to ensure 
customer satisfaction is being achieved

>  Understanding different customer feedback 
methods – social media, surveys, online 
questionnaires, posting comments on 
websites

>  Analysing customer data collection methods 
to ensure a responsible and transparent 
approach is being adopted

>  Working practices in the sales team 
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Assessment guidance 
This unit is internally assessed and verified. 

Students are able to demonstrate that the 
learning outcomes and assessment criteria 
have been met in a variety of ways. The 
following types of evidence are likely to be 
generated: 
>  Portfolio of evidence

This list is not exhaustive. Students should be 
encouraged to develop the most appropriate 
evidence to demonstrate their achievement of 
the unit learning outcomes and assessment 
criteria.
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Level: 3
Credit: 6
TUT: 60
GLH: 30

Assessment:  Internally assessed and verified
Grade:  Pass only

Unit aim
—
This unit provides students with an 
understanding of the characteristics, benefits 
and importance of customer relationship 
management (CRM) in fashion environments. 
The unit explores the CRM systems and 
processes and people who are critical to the 
success of customer relationship management 
teams to enhance customer service strategies 
for online/offline retailing environments.

Unit
Demonstrating Customer 
Relationship Management  
for Fashion Environments   
  

Optional Group Six – Customer Relationships Management
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Learning outcomes 
The student will:
1.  Understand the importance and 

benefits of good customer relations 
for different stakeholders

2.  Be able to use CRM to increase 
customer satisfaction 

3.  Be able to use customer data in a 
responsible way to inform decision-
making and future planning

Assessment criteria
The student can:
1.1  Identify and deal with a customer service issue 

1.2  Provide examples of how customer services 
activities can improve the customer experience 

2.1  Explain the function of CRM metrics

2.2  Critically analyse CRM metrics to improve customer 
interactions and engagement for future profitability

3.1  Critically compare CRM data collection and 
analysis methods to ensure data is protected and 
used in an ethical manner

3.2  Use data to provide solutions to CRM problems in 
order to meet customer expectations 
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Unit Indicative content
—

Demonstrating Customer 
Relationship Management 
for Fashion Environments 

Units and indicative content

Learning outcome 1
Understand the importance and benefits 
of good customer relations for different 
stakeholders.

Learning should include:
>  The importance of customer service 
>  Good and poor examples of customer 

service and its effect on customer 
satisfaction/experience  

>  Why and how CRM reports and reviews can 
inform performance and improvements for 
online/offline retailing strategies

>  Understanding why customer service 
guidelines and handbooks are used for 
training customer service/sales teams

>  CRM feedback mechanisms and systems 
used to improve customer service

>  CRM techniques used to improve customer 
interactions and follow-up of problems

>  The methods used to improve sales leads 
and performance for multichannel retailing

Learning outcome 2
Be able to use CRM to increase customer 
satisfaction.

Learning should include:
>  Examples of metric reports to identify how 

sales leads are converted into customers
>  Examples of planning and monitoring sales 

goals and their relationship to customer 
service

>  Assessing possible actions that CRM 
managers might consider to improve 
customer satisfaction rates and propose 
solutions

Learning outcome 3
Be able to use customer data in a responsible 
way to inform decision-making and future 
planning.

Learning should include:
>  Understanding how consumer focus group 

methods and meetings provide feedback on 
customer service

>  How online surveys/interviews are used to 
gather data and feedback from customers 
on a monthly/seasonal basis

>  What types of social media customer 
feedback methods  are used to gain 
responses from customers 

>  How to collect and gather data in a 
responsible and ethical way

>  The most appropriate data methods to 
inform planning and address contemporary 
problems

Optional Group Six – Customer Relationships Management
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Assessment guidance  
This unit is internally assessed and verified. 

Students are able to demonstrate that the 
learning outcomes and assessment criteria 
have been met in a variety of ways. The 
following types of evidence are likely to be 
generated: 
>  Portfolio of evidence

This list is not exhaustive. Students should be 
encouraged to develop the most appropriate 
evidence to demonstrate their achievement of 
the unit learning outcomes and assessment 
criteria
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Level: 4
Credit: 12
TUT: 120
GLH: 60

Assessment:  Internally assessed and verified
Grade:  Pass only

Unit aim
—
This unit provides students with the 
opportunity to apply their knowledge, skills 
and understanding of Customer Relationship 
Management (CRM) within a multichannel 
fashion retailing environment. The unit will 
enable students to work professionally and 
be part of a responsible team, through the 
management of customer services strategies.

Unit
Applying Customer 
Relationship Management  
for Fashion Environments   
  

Optional Group Six – Customer Relationships Management
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Learning outcomes 
The student will:
1.  Understand Customer Relationship 

Management tools, techniques and 
processes to offer high levels of 
customer service

2.  Be able to plan, organise and manage 
customer relationship management 
activities for a retailing fashion 
environment based on data analysis

3.  Be able to apply customer relationship 
management strategies to deal 
with customer service issues and 
challenges

4.  Be able to apply knowledge of 
clientelling and chasing sales leads to 
improve sales goals and performance

5.  Be able to address and resolve 
customer relationship management 
problems 

Assessment criteria
The student can:
1.1  Research a range of tools and techniques used 

for e-commerce and bricks and mortar retailing 
environments

1.2  Critically compare a range of customer relationship 
management tools and techniques used to improve 
customer experience

1.3  Reflect on how CRM systems and processes can 
support own practice 

2.1  Apply customer data in a responsible way using 
technology, online technology and social media 
channels

2.2  Maintain detailed customer relationship 
management data and records of how data is used 
and protected

3.1  Review customer service processes to improve 
interactions and relationship building for effective 
CRM 

3.2  Analyse the benefits of CRM to reduce costs, 
increase customer satisfaction, and grow customer 
numbers for long-term profitability

4.1  Critically analyse and utilise the characteristics of 
CRM excellence to ensure customer expectations 
are met or exceeded

4.2  Evaluate the sales lead follow-up process to check 
metrics and goals in order to optimise the Return 
on Investment (ROI) in lead generation

5.1  Diagnose customer relationship management 
problems

5.2  Plan, organise and present solutions to customer 
relationship management problems
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Unit Indicative content
—

Applying Customer 
Relationship Management 
for Fashion Environments

Units and indicative content

Learning outcome 1 
Understand Customer Relationship 
Management (CRM) tools, techniques and 
processes to deliver high levels of customer 
service.

Learning should include:
>  Customer data reports used to improve 

CRM techniques
>  Customer feedback surveys that provide 

insights and intelligence to improve 
performance and services

>  Informational management technologies 
used to compile data and create reports

>  Customer focus group meetings and 
responses to gather data and insights to 
inform decision-making and CRM activities

>  The importance of mystery shopper reports 
to check standards of service at every 
point where the customers interact with the 
business

Learning outcome 2
Be able to plan, organise and manage 
customer relationship management activities 
for a retailing fashion environment based on 
data analysis.

Learning should include:
>  The importance of privacy policies and how 

data is collected in an ethical, transparent 
and responsible way

>  How companies access, protect and store 
CRM data

>  Why and how social media/online tools are 
used to gather feedback, reviews, ratings 
and comments from customers

>  CRM systems and processes used to 
analyse data to inform planning and future 
customer service improvements

Learning outcome 3
Be able to apply customer relationship 
management strategies to deal with customer 
service issues and challenges.

Learning should include:
>  Customer relationship building methods 

used to deal with customer complaints and 
loyalty

>  Why CRM benefit analysis is implemented 
to monitor the effectiveness of 
communications and messages used 
to inform the nature of customer-retailer 
relationships

>  How companies manage CRM delivery/
online returns/exchange policies to enhance 
customer satisfaction and connectivity

>  CRM best practice as the basis of customer 
service excellence

Optional Group Six – Customer Relationships Management
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Learning outcome 4 
Be able to apply knowledge of clientelling 
and chasing sales leads to improve sales 
goals and performance.

Learning should include:
>  Examples of sales lead processes that 

illustrate the conversion of leads into 
customers 

>  How to evaluate monthly/weekly sales lead 
generation methods to monitor and produce 
a goal chart to evaluate achievements and 
performance metrics

>  Examples of how companies check the 
chasing of sales leads and clienteling 
methods

>  Sales lead follow-up processes used 
by companies to optimise Return on 
Investment (ROI) in lead generation

Learning outcome 5
Be able to address and resolve customer 
relationship management problems.

Learning should include:
>  Understanding operational customer 

relationship management goals and 
objectives of the company teams/senior 
management teams in order to analyse 
success factors

>  Examples of positive and negative customer 
problems encountered within fashion 
environments

>  Effectiveness of CRM techniques as a way 
of developing new solutions to problems

>  Exploring follow-up activities to ensure 
excellent customer service is embedded 
into the company’s organisational planning

Assessment guidance  
This unit is internally assessed and verified. 

Students are able to demonstrate that the 
learning outcomes and assessment criteria 
have been met in a variety of ways. The 
following types of evidence are likely to be 
generated: 
>  Portfolio of evidence

This list is not exhaustive. Students should be 
encouraged to develop the most appropriate 
evidence to demonstrate their achievement of 
the unit learning outcomes and assessment 
criteria.
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Supporting  
resources
—

Training 
UAL Awarding Body provides a range of 
training and development activities throughout 
the year to support centres in delivering our 
qualifications. These include:
 
Subject-specific conferences 
UAL Awarding Body holds an annual 
conference for each subject area. The 
day includes presentations from inspiring 
guest speakers, briefings on changes to 
UAL Awarding Body qualifications and the 
education landscape, sharing good practice 
and networking.

Delivery
These events are designed to support newly 
approved centres to commence delivery in the 
next academic year. Centres discuss delivery 
models and review assessment materials for 
the coming year.

Standardisation events  
Standardisation events allow centres to 
discuss and agree the national standards for 
Pass, Merit and Distinction grades across 
qualifications. Attendees are invited to look 
at previously graded, internally verified and 
externally moderated work from a centre.

Sharing best practice events 
Centres are invited to share their best practice 
around delivery, assessment, portfolios and 
presentation with peers from other institutions.

Newsletter 
Invitations to these events, as well as updates 
from UAL Awarding Body and the wider sector 
are sent through the monthly newsletter. Staff 
delivering the qualification can sign up for the 
newsletter by emailing: 
comms.awarding@arts.ac.uk

Supporting resources
–

UAL Awarding Body provides centres with a 
range of resources to help them prepare for 
and deliver our qualification, including:

Qualification specification 
This specification includes details on the 
administration of qualifications and information 
on all the units for the qualification.

Assessment Policy 
This document is for centres, external 
moderators and students, and is designed to 
provide guidance on the internal assessment, 
internal verification and external moderation of 
UAL Awarding Body qualifications.

Centre Handbook
This document is a reference tool that 
provides all UAL Awarding Body centres with 
information on our processes and practices, 
and how they can best work with us.

Delivery Guidance
This document contains some practical 
information to assist centres in the delivery of 
the qualification. 

Forms
>  Candidate authentication form
>  Reasonable Adjustments Request form
>  Special consideration form.

Forms can be downloaded from the  
UAL Awarding Body website: 
www.arts.ac.uk/awarding 
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Want to find 
out more?
—
Contact

UAL Awarding Body  
272 High Holborn  
London  
WC1V 7EY

Tel: 0207 514 9851
ual.awardingbody@arts.ac.uk
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